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Board approves five percent housing increase
RENTAL RATES
1985-86

by Jim Hennessey
news editor
The Board of Trustees approved a 5 percent increase in
housing rental rates for the
1986-87 school year. The increase was made at the quarterly meeting of the Board
Saturday.
"We did not have an increase
for the current year," said Nick
Lomax, interim vice president for
student affairs. "This increase
covers two years and puts us
right in the ballpark with other
universities."
"Housing must be selfsupportive by law," said
Almeda Rogers, director of
housing. "Sixty percent of our
students nVe in University
housing—an amazingly high
number."
"We have compared our
prices to other area schools,
such as Georgia, North
Carolina, and South Carolina,
and have found our prices to be
very competitive," Lomax said.
"But it's hard to compare because all our facilities have air
conditioning and other services
these schools don't offer."
At the recommendation of
University President Max
Lennon, former President
Walter Cox was named president emeritus of theUniversity.
"There seems to be an enormous amount of support for
this plan and we whole-

Candidate
for governor
speaks

EXPECTED INCREASE PROJECTED RATES
1986-87
1986-87

CLEMSON UNIVERSI TY
Enrolled:
12,000
Housed:
7,000 .
Highest:
Lowest:

$700/sem.
$465/sem.

5.0%
5.0%

$735/sem.
$490/sem.

$843/sem.
$578/sem.

5.7%
5.7%

$891/sem.
$611/sem.

$l,010/sem.
$ 462/sem.

—

$l,010/sem.
$ 462/sem.

$645/sem.
$470/sem.

flat $10
flat $10

$655/sem.
$480/sem.

UNIVERSITY OF
NORTH CAROLINA
(Chapel Hill)
Enrolled:
21,500
Housed:
6,800
Highest:
Lowest:
UNIVERSITY OF
SOUTH CAROLINA
Enrolled:
14,000
Housed:
5,400
Highest:
Lowest:
UNIVERSITY OF
GEORGIA
EnroUed:
24,500
Housed:
6,300
Highest:
Lowest:
heartedly endorse the honor,"
said Lennon.
In thanking Cox for his "lifetime of dedication and commitment" to the University, the
Board cited his "sincere love
and devotion to Clemson," and

his ability to "restore confidence . . . boost morale .. . and
re-establish a reputation for high
standards at the University."
Provost David Maxwell presented the quarterly University
financial status report to the

by Jim Hennessey
news editor

Carroll Campbell
to increase business opportunities in an effort to create new
jobs and curb the state's high
rate of unemployment.
"Better education and more
jobs would in turn lower the
crime rate and help propel South
Carolina into a favorable position
in the coming years," he said.
Campbell has had extensive
political experience in the state.
He served in both the State
House and State Senate; he was
Lieutenant Governor under Jim

See Trustees, page 9

Clemson selected
for livestock arena

Wtf

by Kenny Crowder
assistant news editor
Republican Gubernatorial Candidate Carroll Campbell spoke
Monday in Lee Auditorium as a
part of a series jointly sponsored
by the Strom Thurmond Institute and the political science
department.
The theme of Campbell's lecture was opportunity. "I think
we need to look at South Carolina
as a place that can provide opportunities for all of us," he said.
He emphasized a need for the
state to be able to compete for
incoming industries with our
sister states.
"South Carolina lags behind
both Georgia and North Carolina
in insurance prices, workman's
compensation prices, and per
capita taxes, thus making it virtually impossible for the governor to competitively bargain
with industry leaders," he said.
His main goals as governor, he
said, would be to increase the
quality of public education and

Board.
"We have had a number of
cost increases that have left us
short in many areas," Maxwell
said. "These areas include funding 25 percent of pay increases,
a half-million dollar utility in-

crease due mainly to the new
chemistry building, and increases in insurance premiums.
Faculty replacements will cost
about $80,000 this year, and approximately $150,000 will be
needed for new positions.
"The way we see it, there is
between $2 and $2.5 million
that we have to have," Maxwell
said.
"We are hoping for increases
from the state legislature for
specific projects," he said. "At
this point, we have no idea of the
full impact on the University of
the Gramm-Rudman-Hollings
Act. If Congress does what President Reagan suggests, we would
have about 45 percent of our Cooperative Extension money cut.
We would also have an 11 percent cut in forest and recreation
services.
"At this point we don't have
enough information to recommend a tuition increase, but
that is a real possibility in the
future," Maxwell said.
The board approved $391,000
for site planning for the Strom
Thurmond Institute.
"Site preparation for the first
building is separate from the
construction of the first building,"
said Lennon. "This includes the
total relocation of utilities and
preparation for the actual construction."
"The actual plans for the

Edwards, and he has been the
4th Congressional District's
representative in the U.S. Congress since 1978. He holds a seat
on the House Ways and Means
Committee.
Campbell concluded his lecture
by fielding questions from the
audience. Horace Fleming, Director of the Strom Thurmond Institute, then made Campbell
'Professor for a Day' at the
University and presented him
with some Clemson blue cheese.

A bond issue that would
allocate money for a proposed
$4.4 million horse arena passed
the State House by a 64-46
margin Tuesday.
The bill, which still must be
passed for a third time before going to the Senate, allows University officials to decide where the
facility will be placed and begin
design work on the arena.
"University officials proposed
last spring to have the facility
built in Clemson," said Larry
Hudson, professor of animal
science and chairman of the
University's arena task force.
"The debate in the House has
been over the location for the
facility, either here in Clemson or
on University land near Florence."
The University proposal calls
for the facility to have a 150X300foot arena with seating for 6,000
people. There would also be stabling for 500 horses and several

hundred cattle. It would be located off Fants Grove Road near
Tri-County Technical College.
Area officials are interested in
both the educational and economic benefits of the arena.
"This arena could serve as a
classroom for our agriculture
students," Hudson said.
Senator Ed Garrison of Anderson estimates an influx of millions of dollars into the local
economy by the arena.
"We have over 5,000 hotel
rooms in a half-hour radius of
Clemson," Garrison said. There
are restaurants and stores that
will all benefit from the location
of the facility."
Hudson estimates the arena
could possibly cover construction
costs after one year of operation.
The arena bond proposal is part
of a $137.86 million fund approved
by the House. The money will be
used to fund law enforcement and
projects at the University of
South Carolina and Lander
College.
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Dunn visits Washington

Professor briefed on Nicaraguan situation
by Matt DeBord
staff writer
Political science department
Head Charles Dunn attended a
special briefing on Central
American affairs March 14 at the
White House. The briefing dealt
chiefly with the U.S. role in
Nicaragua.
Elliot Abrams, assistant
secretary of state for Latin
American affairs, began the
briefing by presenting an overview of the Nicaraguan problem
in the Central American region.
Abrams explained President
Reagan's position is not a
popular position and is a position
he has been advised to drop.
However, Adams said the
President believes strongly in
the issue and is therefore not going to allow the Nicaraguan problem to fade away.
Abrams said the administration is pressing the Nicaraguan
issue and pushing the $100
million in aid to the antiSandinista Contra rebels because
Nicaragua is a training base for
terrorism in this hemisphere. He
said the administration knows
about this terrorism through intelligence sources within the
country.
Abrams also said Nicaragua is
a center of drug trafficking,
specifically cocaine.
Abrams pointed to Nicaragua
as the prime mover for the
destabilization of the Central
American area. He mentioned
the surrounding countries of El
Salvador, Guatemala, Honduros,
and Costa Rica as potential
targets for a Nicaraguan
destabilizaion process. "These
countries have a democratic
history," Dunn said. "Nicaragua
stands out, however, as not having a democratically-chosen
government. The Sandinistas
could facilitate the destruction of
democracy in the area through
the use of terrorism."
Abrams attacked the outcome
of the 1979 Sandinista Revolution against dictator Anastasia
Somoza. Abrams said the revolution was ntended to accomplish
three main goals: establishment

of a non-aligned foreign policy,
creation of a democracy, and
generation of a mixed economy.
He said the original revolution
was broad-based and Unsupported. He added the Sandinistas acquired the majority of
power and did not follow the
aims of the revolution.
The three major Contra leaders
were also present at the briefing.
They had taken part in the 1970
revolution and want it restored
to its original aims. They were in
Washington, D.C, to support the
Contra case in the $100 million
aid package.
Abrams alluded to increased
emigration from Nicaragua if the
Sandinistas are successful in
maintaining control. Abrams
pointed to previous U.S. experience with similar problems in
Cuba, Haiti, and Vietnam.
Alan Gurson, deputy assistant
attorney general, gave an estimate predicting 10 percent
of the population would flee
Nicaragua if the Sandinistas
maintain control. He said;
this situation would put increased pressure on the U.S. An
additional increase in immigration could result from
Nicaragua's poor economic situation.
Abrams pointed to religious
and ideological persecution the
administration claims to exist in
Nicaragua. He said 11-13,000
prisoners are currently being
held by the Sandinistas, and
these prisoners are subject to
various tortures.
Gurson cited the bipartisan
Kaufmann Report on Organized
Crime during his portion of the
briefing. He dealt primarily with
the subject of Nicaragua's role in
drug trafficking, but he also
cited a report from a Mormon
missionary dealing with religious
ideological persecution by the
Sandinistas.
Immediately before Reagan's
portion of the briefing, Jean
Kirkpatrick, professor of international relations at Georgetown
University, spoke. She said the
Contras are not being managed
by ex-Somozans.
Following the revolution of

Charles Dunn returns from White House visit.
1979, the U.S. sent $16.1 million "Castro was portrayed to the
to Nicaragua. Not long after- American people as a folk hero,"
ward, the first Cubans began to he said, "but he himself said that
arrive to establish ties between he was a Marxist-Leninist and
always had been."
Managua and Havanna.
Kirkpatrick's briefing also
Kirkpatrick said there are now
10-12,000 Soviet block troops in pointed to the $500 million m
Soviet aid delivered to the
Nicaragua.
In addition, she said there is no Sandinistas. She contrasted this
argument over the Sandinista's figure with the $100 million
political orientation—they are Contra-aid package the president,
Marxist-Leninist and have said so. has asked for from Congress.
Kirkpatrick said Nicaragua
Dunn compared this philosophy to the Cuban Revolution. has developed a surveillance

It takes all kinds

University is melting pot of styles

Coming from a small, private school in
New Jersey with a senior class numbering
fewer than 40 people to the big metropolis
of Clemson with a booming population of
12,000, you notice a difference in the
styles and behaviors of the student body.

ON THE LINE

Jim Hennessey
News Editor
University students can be placed into
five major categories; though these
groups may overlap, a pattern is very
visible.
First there are the Greeks—probably
the largest number of people banded
together under a particular subject. These
include fraternities, sororities, and
honoraries. Greeks are easiest to spot,
mainly because they display their brotherhood/sisterhood on their shirts, like a
billboard on Highway 93.
The shirts are colorful and are a definite
attention grabber. And when you see a
person of the opposite sex wearing "letters," it serves as a good springboard for
"getting to know" them—"Excuse me,
but what does your shirt really mean?"
I like the Greeks. They make a definite
appearance for themselves. They can go
anywhere and do anything they want; the

shirts are their tickets. It's sort of like
having an embroidered American Express
card.
A sub-classification of the Greeks is the
pledge. Most fraternities don't let pledges
wear letters, so they substitute the infamous pledge pin. Notes on wearing the
pin: always on a collared shirt, always on
the left side, and always wear it crooked
(some cute girl will try to straighten it).
The second group is the academics.
These people are really into the reason we
go to college—an education. I envy these
people who spend hours in the library,
come to biology exams with a number-two
pencil and a scantron sheet, and read the
English assignment when it's assigned,
not five minutes before class.
I wish I had the dedication to education
these people have; my parents probably
also wish I had it.
Next come the preppies. The pink
Izods, the penny loafers (with a penny in
the slot), and the argyle socks. The stiff
necks and the smug looks are a common
give-away of the preps.
Preps know how to live. Driving
Mummy and Daddy's Mercedes to Hilton
Head for the weekend. Sipping wine.
coolers at the country club and playing
polo with the crew. That's the life.
Fourth comes the beach crew. Ocean
Pacific, Jams, Windecks, you name
it—they wear it. Bright oranges and
flourescent greens glow in the dark while

ripped tee-shirts flap in the wind. They
always have a pair of high-top sneakers,
usually black, that seem Tike remnants of
the sixties.
The beach crew smells like suntan oil.
They are always searching for the perpetual wave, surfing the pipe, being free.
God, I wish I fit in that group.
Fifth comes the trend setters. They
change styles as often as Gentlemen's
Quarterly or Glamour magazines come
out. The trends this year are boxers (of
course hanging out of the shorts), long
shorts, and hair mousse (styling gel will
do, but its generic.)
Some other trademarks of this years'
trend-setters are the oversized shirts,
paisley prints, and the 'wet' look. For
those of us trying to join this group, the
perfect bronzed-body obtained at Y-beach
is a must.
By far these are not the only groups at
the University. If I tried to classify every
style, I would be here for years. I don't
have that much time.
I didn't write this to make fun of these
people—far from it. I envy these people,
not for how they dress, but the devotion
and dedication they show toward these
things.
Just remember, whether it's the style in
the group or the flash in yourself, who you
are inside means more than who you are
outside.

system capable of monitoring the
Panama Canal and, thereby, U.S.
shipping trade.
She said Nicaragua also has
the largest deep-water port in
Central America and the longest
military airstrip. Kirkpatrick
called the region a key geopolitical area.
Dunn indicated the situation in
Nicaragua favors the interests of
the Soviet Union. "Gorbachev
sees the problem in Nicaragua as
a way to force the U.S. to
redeploy military units to points
far away from the Soviet Union,"
Dunn said. "By destabilizing the
Central American area, and even
Mexico, the Soviets can force the
U.S. to protect interests where
there was formerly little or no
need."
Reagan conducted the final
portion of the briefing. He said
the Sandinistas have displaced
and relocated 80,000 Nicaraguans. He used as his principal
historical parallel the Lend-Lease
Bill enacted under President
Franklin Roosevelt before the
U.S. involvement in World War
II. Reagan said that he was not
for troops, but for aid sufficient
to force a bargaining process.
Dunn indicated U.S. leaders
feel there will be no negotiations
with the Sandinistas unless they
are forced. He said it is impossible for the Contras to fight an
army benefiting from $500
million in Soviet aid.
Dunn said if the Contras are
provided with sufficient aid, they
will be able to attain the necessary ratio to stalemate a guerilla
war and force the Sandinistas to
the negotiating table.
There are currently 12-15,000
Contras, and U.S. aid could bring
this figure up to 25,000. This
buildup would mean that the
Sandinistas would have to put
250,000 troops in the field to
maintain their advantage, something they probably cannot do,
Dunn said.
"Forcing the Sandinistas to
negotiate would create problems
for the Soviet Union and afford
the U.S. another method for dealing with the Soviets," Dunn said.

\Coming up
—The Clemson area astronomers hold another Halley's Comet
watch, Monday through Wednesday. Everyone is welcome at the
YMCA recreation area between
8:30 p.m. and 11 p.m.
—Andi Reynolds, member of
the Southern Growth Policies
Board, will speak Monday at 3:30
p.m. in the Gold Room of the
Clemson House. Her topic will
be, "Economic Development in
Rural Areas of the South." Admission is free and the public is
cordially invited to attend.
—The University Chorus and
Choral Ensembles will perform
Thursday at 8 p.m. in Tillman
Auditorium. Admission is free.
—Alpha Phi Omega National
Service Fraternity will sponsor a
Blood Drive on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday from 11 a.m.
to 7 p.m. in the Palmetto Ballroom. The blood donated will
benefit the Shriners' hospitals for
burned and crippled children.
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The Tiger named best newspaper Speaking Out

Competing against collegiate newspapers from
South Carolina, The Tiger was named best collegiate newspaper in the state by the South Carolina
Press Association (SCPA).
The award was accepted by former Editor in
Chief Foster Senn and former Managing Editor Bob
Adams at an SCPA convention held last weekend in
Myrtle Beach.
Besides winning best paper in the state, The
Tiger won best paper in Division I, which includes
newspapers from the University of South Carolina
and Clemson.
Other awards at the convention went to Partisan
Post of USC-Sumter for best paper in Division II
and to Review '85, Lander College's literary magazine, for best literary magazine in the state.
"Creative, upbeat, with a heightened sense of
immediacy and imaginativeness, The Tiger has
good balance of news and features," wrote one
judge. "It's relevant advertising complements that
balance."
Elections for SCPA officers were also held at
-the convention. Senn was elected president of the
association for the next year. He ran against Pete
Martin, editor in chief of The Carolinian of USCSpartanburg.
Ann Stewart of Lander was elected vice president; Cathy Snead of Winthrop College's Johnstonian
was elected secretary; James Patrick of Erskine College's Mirror was elected treasurer.
Jerry Wesley of The Carolinian was elected convention director; Bob Ellis, editor in chief of The
Tiger, was elected competition director; and Peggy
McClain of Lander, Hal Milan of Erskine, and Mark
Wood of Winthrop were elected members at large.

by Eric Freshwater
staff writer

o
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Trustees, name Lennon president
Board decision unanimous

^-^ uestion: Beginning Sunday, Cooper Library will increase its
hours to 3:00 a.m. on weekdays and 1:00 a.m. on Saturdays. This
experiment will add 22 hours per week to its normal schedule. Do
you think this increase is necessary? Why or why not?
"Yes, I think it is a great idea. It will
give all students a better opportunity to
utilize the library, especially those participating in intramural sports."
Mark Duvall

"Yes, I believe that the hours increase
is necessary. It provides extra time
needed when studying in the room is impossible."
Rachel Beuchle

Stadium activities center receives go ahead
by Kenny Crowder
assistant news editor
A multi-purpose activities
center will be built in the west
corner of the south stands of the
football stadium, with construction scheduled to begin in May
and be concluded before the start
of the football season.
The center, costing between
$350,000 and $375,000, will be
entirely paid for by IPTAY and
athletic revenue, with IPTAY
handling the brunt of the bill,
according to Athletic Director

Bobby Robinson.
The center will house many of
the meetings and receptions the
President's Box in the stadium
currently handles, which is approximately 175 to 200 functions
a year.
Robinson and Vice President
for Student Affairs Nick Lomax
both cited an urgent need for
additional on-campus reception
areas as a major reason for the
center. Both also stressed that 75
percent of the functions currently held in the President's
Box are non-athletic in nature.

Robinson, who said the center
"is going to be a great addition to
the University," acknowledged
that the new facility will be
roughly twice as large as the
President's Box, with game
seating capacity of 254 people
and reception capacity of 325
people, and therefore will be better suited for larger functions.
Lomax also likes the idea of the
new facility, commenting that it
will be helpful to several crosssections of the campus. "It will
be beneficial to the entire University community," he said.

"On weekdays, increasing the library
hours to 3:00 a.m. is unnecessary
because most people are gone by 12:00.
On Saturdays, however, I think additional hours is a good idea, but not to
1:00 a.m."
Stacy Saccani

"Yes, because some students need extra time in the library when they have
projects and other important items due.
They may have limited time and need
the resources in the library to be
available at more flexible times."
Chuck Swearigen

PIZZA PUB
Buy Any Small, Medium,
or Large Pizza and Get
Equal Pizza
HALF PRICE

'Best Pizza in Clemson and Reasonably Priced 99

"1

ALL-DAY FREE DELIVERY PIZZA PUB
12 noon until —

PIZZA PUB

302 SENECA ROAD IN MINI MALL
(ACROSS FROM DEATH VALLEY)

ALL U CAN EAT MONDAYS
5:30 to 8 p.m. $3.95

call

Two Free Milkshakes
with Any
Large Pizza

654-3000

PIZZA PUB

Wtm
FAST-FREE DELIVERY
7 Days a Week
Starting at 11:30 A.M. Daily

654-3000

PIZZA PUB
50<C OFF
Any Mini Pizza

PIZZA PUB

PIZZA PUB

One Free Sundae
with Any
Medium Pizza

PIZZA PUB

Oven-Baked Italian
Steak Sandwich
Small, Two-Topping
Sub with Chips
with Chips
Pizza
and a Pickle
and a Pickle
$5.00 + tax
$3.00 + tax
$3.00 + tax
J-•f-"T
I
PIZZA PUB
PIZZA PUB
PIZZA PUB I
$1.00 OFF
I Mini One-Topping Pizza,
$2.00 OFF
Any Small Pizza
Tossed Salad, and
Any Medium or
Soft Drink
Large Pizza
Only $3.50 + tax

"T
I
I

PIZZA PUB
Two Single-Scoop
Servings of Ice Cream
with Any Small Pizza!

I
Please advise us that you are
using a coupon when you place
your order. Coupons not
valid with any other specials
or offers.
Thank you!
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Editorial-

Variety magazine needed
Four thousand copies of a magazine called the
Chronicle were distributed on campus March 29.
That publication is "the official variety magazine of
Clemson University," according to an editorial by John
Tomblin, this year's editor-in-chief of the Chronicle.
A variety magazine should be a welcome addition to
the University's media family which currently consists of
a newspaper, radio station, and yearbook.
But the Chronicle is not a true variety magazine.
Short stories, poetry, and essays were all included in
the Chronicle, but this does not constitute a variety, if we
keep in mind the Chronicle is a variety magazine for the
entire University.
.
Perhaps an article on real life applications of
engineering or an article featuring computer programs
would interest the student body as much as an account of
an over'zealous pizza man's demise.
Creative ideas worth publishing originate from
students in every field of study. The only criterion for
publication should be the potential interest the article has
for University students. Because University students
have a variety of interests, the magazine should not
stagnate within one genre of literary attitudes.
The Chronicle should be a medium for the expression
of ideas from every college at the University, not just the
Department of English. Material covering everything
from agriculture to the sciences should be included
between the Chronicle's covers. Only with this kind of
diversity would the Chronicle be a true variety magazine.
Student Life gave the Chronicle staff more than
$4,000, which came from student fees, to print one issue
of the magazine. The Chronicle is requesting more than
$22,000 from Student Life to print three more issues next
year.
Because the Chronicle is receiving student fee money,
the student body should have an active voice in deciding
the format and content of the Chronicle. A student survey
would be a useful guide for Media Board, Student Senate,
and the University administration when making decisions
about the Chronicle.
The Chronicle staff has shown they are capable of
producing a magazine of sorts, but they have failed to
provide the University with a comprehensive variety
magazine.
The Chronicle should remain intact only on a trial
basis, and the amount of money they have shown they are
worth is certainly less than $22,000.
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Computers have minds of own
They say only taxes and
death are inevitable.
Whoever "they" are is
wrong. Oh, I'll grant you I
thought I could manage to
avoid other "inevitables,"
but I was only fooling
myself.

Bob Ellis
Editor in Chief
We've just started
working on the blasted
things in one of my classes.
Until this point, the closest
I've come to a computer is a
pocket calculator. And as far
as I'm concerned, that in
itself is too close.
I'm sure there are people
out there who understand
computers. Personally, I'm
proud of the fact I'm
xenophobic when it comes to
taking a byte.
The way I figure it, the
inventor of the pocket
calculator is at fault for my
having to work on computers
today. If he had just learned
to count on his fingers, I
wouldn't have anything to
worry about. But no, he had
to find an "easier" way to do
things.
Of course, his "easier"
way of doing things led to
these calculators that have
more functions than there
are people in China.
I wouldn't be so up in
arms about this computer
business if I wasn't forced to
rely on the darned things.

It's fine with me if other
people want to spend hours
typing in nonsensical
numbers and letters that
they claim is something
called a "program." The only
programs I care about come
on a 19-inch color screen.
But let's face it (as scary
as the thought may be), the
word processor is the tour de
force in writing today. I may
well have to put up with
these things until the day I
die.
Any newspaper office you
go into nowadays has word
processors. Gone are the
days of the good oldfashioned manual typewriters.
One of my friends who is a
word processing specialists
refers to typewriters as
"fossils." Fossil or not, I
still like my 10-year-old
manual typewriter that my
grandmother bought for me
when I told her I wanted to
be a writer. It has more
personality than any word
processor will ever have.
But, alas, the days of my
manual typewriter are gone
and even I must turn to the
word processor. I should
probably give credit where
credit is due. Word
processors are quicker and
do allow you to perform
some handy functions.
But I have a grudge
against the one I'm using
right now. One night after I
had finished a long story, I
pushed the "P" key on the
keyboard expecting my story

to appear in minutes on the
printer.
The only thing that
appeared was a message on
the screen which, to this
day, I still don't understand.
I suppose the computer just
got hungry, and somehow I
ended up the loser. Needless
to say, I did not retype the
story on a word processor.
I guess that's the thing
that intimidates me the most
about computers. They have
a mind of their own, and
they won't hesitate to use
them.
Computer scientists say
computers do not do
anything you don't tell them
to do. No computer scientist
has ever met the word
processor that ate my story
that night. I can assure you
I never told it to eat my
story.
It is here that my 10-yearold blue typewriter from the
K-Mart has the advantage
over the computer. My
10-year-old blue typewriter
from the K-Mart would
never in a million years even
consider eating one of my
stories.
The way I see it, I 'm being
pretty brave to type my
column on this word
processor. This is the very
same word processor that
made a midnight snack of
my story one Wednesday
night. So, because it's
nearing the dinner hour, I
think I'd better quit now
before this thing goes on a
binge again.

Letters policy
Each letter and commentary
must include the signature,
telephone number, and address
of its author. However, names
may be withheld from letters in
the newspaper at the request of
the author and the discretion of
the editor in chief.
All letters and commentaries
submitted to The Tiger will
become the property of this
newspaper and may not be

returned.
Please send letters and
commentaries to the attention
of the editor in chief, The Tiger,
Box 2097 University Station,
Clemson, SC 29632-2097, or
bring them by the offices in
room 906 of the. Student Union.
Letters must be received no
later than 6 p.m. Tuesday prior
to publication.
The Tiger welcomes letters

and commentaries on all
subjects from its readers.
Letters and commentaries
should be typed double-spaced.
The editor in chief reserves
the right to edit letters and
commentaries for style and
space. The editor in chief also
reserves the right to determine
which letters and commentaries
will be published.
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Opinion
Guest commentary

Americans apathetic about plight of farmer
by Thomas Ly son
associate professor
of agricultural sciences and
rural sociology
America is losing touch with
its roots—its agrarian roots,
that is—and the result is a
growing apathy about the crisis
in American farming.
After four years of economic
calamity, the plight of the
farmer continues to make frontpage news. Since 1982,
Americans have been
confronted with stories in
newspapers and magazines and
on television news programs
that document, often in graphic
detail, the raft of farm
foreclosures that have swept
across the country, the decline
of agriculturally dependent
small towns and, most recently,
the demise of the farm credit
system.
Despite this consistently and
overwhelmingly bad news from
the farm sector, most people
appear to be decidedly apathetic
and unconcerned about what is
happening to the nation's farm
system. Public opinion polls, for
example, have shown the farm
crisis to be a relatively
unimportant topic on the
nation's agenda of social issues.
Perhaps this is one reason the
1985 Farm Aid Concert failed,
by a wide margin, to raise the
$50 million in relief aid that had
initially been projected.

r

Members of the farm
community are understandably
upset by the lack of concern
over their problems. Yet, there
are at least three reasons behind
the public's apathetic response.
First, the typical American
consumer has little familiarity
with farmers or farm life. In
1920, more than 32 million
Ameircans lived on farms, and
millions of non-farm residents
wree no more than a generation
removed from farm life. By
1980, the farm population had
dwindled to fewer than six
million people. And while the
non-farm population today still
includes many people with
direct ties to farming, this
proportion is small compared to
the total non-farm population.
What this means for the
current farm crisis is that most
Americans have never had any
meaningful contact with
farmers or farming. They lack
any first-hand knowledge of the
day-to-day running of farms,
and they have no grasp of the
myriad of factors and conditions
that determine economic
success or failure.
This widespread lack of
understanding of farming
impedes attempts by the nonfarm populace to evaluate the
seriousness of the current farm
crisis, to comprehend its longterm implications for the
structure of United States
agriculture, and to establish a

broad-based foundation for
concern and opinion about the
plight of the family farmer.
Second, most non-farm
consumers are unable to discern
a relationship between the cost
of food at their local
supermarkets and the condition
of the country's family farms
and family farmers. To
understand why, one need only
look at the changes in farm
income and food prices since
1980.
Between 1979 and 1980 farm
income dropped by nearly 35
percent and food prices
increased by 8.6 percent.
Likewise, between 1981 and
1983 farm income plunged by
42 percent and food prices
jumped by more than 6 percent.
Most consumers are probably
aware that the cost of food is
not determined solely by the
farmer. Processors, wholesalers,
retailers and others all add to
the food bill. The average
consumer, however, probably
does not realize that farmers
receive only about one-third of
every food dollar.
Although food prices have
steadily risen, the percentage of
disposable income Americans
devote to food and agricultural
products has declined from
nearly 20 percent in the late
1950s to less than 14 percent
today. This simply means that
over the past 25 years real

disposable income increased
faster than food prices. During
this same period, the number of
farmers declined by 37 percent.
Historically, then, the decline
in farm numbers over the past
quarter of a century has not
resulted in Americans spending
proportionately more of their
disposable income for food.
Rather, increased concentration
of production has resulted in
greater economies of scale and a
food bill that has risen at a
lower rate than income.
Consequently, there is little
reason for public opinion to
crystallize in favor of
maintaining the current number
of family farmers.
Third, and lastly, Americans
have come to view "bad" news
from the farm sector as a
standard and recurring theme in
the ebb and flow of the nation's
economic events. This view is'
nurtered by the mass media,
especially television news,
which has historically portrayed
farming as an industry that is
perpetually in financial crisis.
A survey of 125 farm stories
broadcast between 1975 and
1982 on the three major
networks revealed that in good
times and bad the dominant
impression is that farmers are
victims of an impersonal and
uncaring world: They are
victims of an economic system

that favors the interests of
agribusiness and consumers
over their own interests. They
are victims of floods, droughts,
killing frosts and other natural
disasters.
It is easy to see how a typical
viewer, confronted with a
steady dose of these types of
stories, can develop a blase
attitude toward the farm crisis.
The inability of TV news to
rally support for the farmer
may be exacerbated by the fact
that most Americans have had
little direct experience with
farm life.
Looking into the future, most
observers agree that farms will
get bigger in size and fewer in
number, as larger-than-family
operators produce a still greater
proportion of America's food.
The factors that have
contributed to the current farm
crisis show no signs of
disapearing.
Because of the continuing,
though diminishing, importance
of agrarian values in our
society, people will probably
remain interested and
concerned, but essentially
unaffected, by the economic
woes of the family farmer. And
as long as food supplies remain
plentiful and relatively cheap,
apathy toward what is
happening to America's family
farmers will continue.

■Letter-

Tiger basketball never has home court advantage
other hand, were spread out
I went to my first Clemson
among the higher and middle
basketball game expecting
level seats, except for a few
deafening noise after
privileged souls who were
experiencing the unbelievable
. behind the basket. I could not
fan participation at football
believe that a university such as
games. My roommate and I
Clemson, which is known for its
went to gate 11 and received
fan support, would put all of its
our tickets. We then proceeded
best fans, the students, so far
around the arena to the correct
away from the court and so
section and started the
spread out. I feel that it is not
incredible incline to our "high
altitude" seats. From our perch, only fair, but in the best
interest of the college to let the
the players looked like ants
students sit together in the
running around on the court.
floor seats at home basketball
Whenever we tried to yell in
support of the team, the lack of games.
One of the major reasons this
oxygen made us feel faint and
dizzy. Of course, this is a slight problem needs to be addressed
exaggeration, but I did notice a isn't because the students want
to see the action better; it is
serious problem with the
because without a conjugated
seating arrangement. The
majority of the fans on the floor area of loud and supportive
fans, which the alumni and
I were older alumni and IPTAY
j members . The students, on the IPTAY members aren't, our

team has lost its home court
advantage. When basketball
teams go on the road to play
opponents such as Notre Dame,
Duke, and North Carolina, the
players know that they not only
have to compete with the
players on the courf, but also
the tremendous noise the
student body makes. This noise
can be generated because the
students are close to the court
and all together. Clemson
players don't have this
advantage; however, with the
installment of my seating
program this could all change!
The solution is simple. Just
issue all University students
floor seat tickets that are in the
same area. The alumni and
IPTAY members can be moved
one tier back. This level of
seating would be more

convenient for them because it
is on the ground level so not as
many stairs would have to be
climbed. Also, these seats would
not cause a drastic change in
the view these fans would
enjoy.
Placing the students together
in locations such as the lower
tier behind the baskets or in the
middle sections of either side of
the lower tier would help the
situation some because the
students would at least be
together; however, the noise on
the court would not reach the
feverish pitch it could if the
students were on the floor.
Opponents of my plan might
say that the alumni and IPTAY
members deserve to sit in the
floor seats because they donate
money to the University. I am

not suggesting that IPTAY and
the alumni aren't a great asset
to Clemson University.
However, we are the students,
and it is our team out on the
court. The alumni and IPTAY
members have had the chance
to experience Clemson
basketball; now it is our turn to
support them.
Next time you go to a
Clemson basketball game and
the Tigers are losing, don't be
to quick to put all the blame on
the team. Look around and
listen for the distant screams of
the Clemson students yelling
from the rafters and think of
what the outcome of the game
could have been with real fan
support.
Laura Garrison
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Defense expert lectures on 'Star Wars' plan
because we've been talking so
much about it," Latham said.
"We have to be very careful."

by Mark Schoen
editorial editor
The deputy undersecretary for
communications, command,
control, and intelligence spoke
in Daniel Auditorium Tuesday
about the Strategic Defense Initiative, stealth technology, and
the role of intelligence in the
United State's defense.
Donald Latham, who has been
deputy undersecretary for CCCI
since 1981, outlined a defensive
strategy for dealing with the
Soviet Union.
"The bad guys are spending a
lot of money and building a lot of
hardware," Latham said. "The
prevailing mood on [Capitol] Hill
is to slash the Defense Department's budget."
Because of the limited budget,
there are two main ideas to keep
in mind while developing our
defensive strategy, Latham said.
The United States' first aim in
defense should be to invest in
projects which will make Soviet
weapons obsolete, Latham said.
The other important idea is to
use weapons which are more costly for the Soviets to counter than
they are for us to deploy.
Strategic Defense Initiative
Latham said the stategic
defense initiative is a project
which has these qualifications.
SDI is a proposed network of
land and space based weapons
which would destroy incoming
enemy missiles aimed at the
United States.
Latham is optimistic about
SDI. "If it can be done, you've

Donald Latham
made the whole Soviet ICBM [in- defense," Latham said.
tercontinental ballistic missile]
Latham pointed out that SDI
arsenal obsolete," he said.
' is still a research program, and
The United States needs to there are no plans for deploykeep up with the Soviet Union, ment yet. Latham said the
Latham said. "The Soviets have Soviets may take offensive acan SDI program of their own," he tion to prevent the U.S. from putsaid.
ting an anti-missile system in
If deployed, SDI would engage space.
enemy missiles during the launch
"It's going to be a tricky game
phase, while in midcourse flight, to deploy SDI," Latham said.
and while in U.S. airspace,
No large amounts of money
Latham said.
will be spent on SDI until the
"The concept is for a layer
1990's, Latham said. The pro-

Eric Freshwater/photographer

posed budget for SDI next year
is $4.7 billion.
A lot of technology being used
for SDI has been around for
years. Latham said the arms
race should not be blamed on
SDI.
Latham said SDI would give
the U.S. a lot of bargaining
power. "I cannot see sharing this
technology with the Soviets,"
Latham said.
"I am very critical of the SDI
organization in one sense

Stealth technology
Stealth technology is another
area Latham sees as important
for the United States.
Stealth technology can reduce
the signature of an airplane or
other vehicle, making it hard to
detect with radar, infrared sensors, and even the eye.
Latham said further Stealth
technology development would
make the majority of the Soviet's
air defenses obsolete.
"When Reagan gained office in
1981, there had been a long
period of neglect in intelligence,"
Latham said.
The Reagan administration
has been rebuilding the intelligence forces of the United
States, Latham said.
CCCI relies on surveillance
equipment and agents for gathering information.
"It is a globally deployed network of sensors that bring in information to the President and
the force commanders," Latham
said.
CCCI has two objectives. The
first is to ensure the U.S. is never
surprised by an enemy attack.
The second objective is to provide the President with detailed
information so combat situations
can be precisely controlled.
Latham said the recent confrontation with Libya is a good
example of the President's ability to effectively communicate
with commanders in a combat
situation.

Endowment established to fight Alzheimer's Disease
A $10,000 endowment has
been donated anonymously to
the College of Nursing to support
a therapy program for persons afflicted with Alzheimer's Disease.
The therapy sessions, conducted cooperatively by students
and faculty in nursing, the horticulture department, and the
parks, recreation, and tourism

management department, will
coincide with meetings of an
established caregivers' support
group.
"We started a support group
for caregivers about a year ago as
a way to help people in the community who are trying tocare for
disabled family members at
home," says Elizabeth Baines,

•
•
•
•

Special Student Prices

Style Cuts
Body Waves
Highlighting
Curly Perms

VICTORIA SQUARE
(in Breezeway)
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LEMANS API

associate professor of nursing.
"But some of the caregivers who
attended spent most of the session worrying about how the disabled person was getting along,
and many would leave early or
skip sessions because of care conflicts."
Baines figured the solution
was to bring the disabled persons

to campus while the caregivers
met and provide them with
meaningful activities, such as
plant therapy, music therapy,
and exercise classes.
"Most of the caregivers we see
are taking care of people with
Alzheimer's Disease, who tend to
be an isolated group," she says.

"Current theory says that ending their isolation and offering
activities to relieve stress
actually slows the progression of
the disease."
Baines says the endowment
will provide enough annual income to keep the therapy program going permanently.

6541103 COLUMBO'S PIZZA
Clemson's Lowest Prices
Located corner of 93 and 123 next to Phillips 66 Station
FAST . . . FREE . . . DELIVERY

• FREE 16-oz. Coke with any Footlong Sandwich
• 20" Party Pizza one topping and 2-ltr. Coke $9.98
• Large three-topping Pizza and 2-liter
Coke or Diet Coke for $9.90 plus tax
(thick crust may be substituted as a topping)

Now leasing summer and fall.
Walking distance from campus ...
located on Six Mile Road.
2-bedroom furnished
townhouse apartments
$275.00 per month
Call Mrs. Drennon any time
from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.

Phone 654-3497

• Any Large Pizza
Any Medium Pizza
Any Small Pizza

Receive one 2-ltr. Coke
2 16-oz. Cokes
i i6_oZ. Coke

OR
USE ANY COMPETITOR'S COUPON!
WE WILL ACCEPT ANY LOCAL OFF-CAMPUS
DEAL INCLUDING'DINE-IN SPECIALS.
Note: We cannot deliver dine-in or carry-out specials.
Expired coupons not accepted.
To receive credit you must tell phone person which coupon you are using.
Expires: May 31, 1986
Not valid with other specials
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TAPS holds elections
Taps, the University yearbook,
held senior staff elections for the
1986-87 school year Feb. 24.
Suk Fields, a junior sociology
major, was named editor in chief.
Fields is presently the academics
editor. Jackie Jones was elected
business manager. A sophomore
pre-law major, she served as copy
editor.
Meg Pridemore was named
managing editor. The junior
building
science
major
served as student life editor.
Ralph Verna, an economics
major, was elected head photographer.
Tonya Anderson, a freshman
bio-chemistry major, was appointed designer. Barry Mayes
was named copy editor. Mayes is
a sophomore majoring in graphic
communications.
Chris Calhoun, a sophomore
building science major, was
elected sports editor. A graphic

communications major, Jim
Hatley, was named student life
editor.
Joel Lehrer was named academics editor. He is a freshman
administrative management
major. Debbie Myers was elected
organizational editor. She is a
sophomore zoology major.
Cari Hudgins was named records and class "editor for the
straight year. Hudgins is a junior
graphic communications major.
Karen Purer, an industrial engineering major, was named Greeks
editor.
A sophomore accounting
major, Mike Morga, was named
senior staff photographer for a
second year. Additionally, Mike
Nelson and John Wood were
named senior staff photographers. Nelon is a freshman
architecture major and Wood is a
freshman computer information
systems major.

University presents
annual student awards
by Jim Hennessey
news editor

+

The University's top nonacademic award and its four major scholastic awards were
presented at the annual President's Luncheon Saturday. The
event was hosted by President
and Mrs. Max Lennon.
Francis Moll received the
Algernon Sydney Sullivan
Award for non-students. Moll
was called the University's
"unofficial ambassador to the
world" for her work with international students.
Moll is president of the Clemson Area International Fellowship. She works with foreign
students and faculty in their
relocation to the Clemson area.
Cathy Barrineau and Jeffrey
Wilson received the student version of the Sullivan Award.
Barrineau is a Calhoun Honors
student, and will graduate in
May with a degree in accounting.
She received the Eternal Halo

Award as outstanding junior last
year. Barrineau served as Student Body Attorney General for
the 1985-86 school year.
Wilson will graduate in May
with a degree in elementary
education. He was the Clemson
YMCA's Man of the Year for
1985. He is a member of the
Kappa Delta Pi honorary fraternity and the Fellowship of Christian Athletes.
Sangeetha Reddy received the
Trustee Medallion. The award is
given by the Board of Trustees to
the University's best public
speaker.
Mathew Frooman and Tina
Krebs received the Atlantic
Coast Conference Scholarship
Award. The award is given to the
male and female athletes who
have achieved the highest gradepoint ratio.
The American Association of
University Women Award, given
to the female student with the
highest grade-point ratio, was
given to Mae Mizell.

Gregory Robinson

Professor receives science grant
Taking a "new approach to an
age-old chemistry problem" has
earned assistant professor of
chemistry Gregory H. Robinson
a $152,118 grant from the National Science Foundation.
Robinson received the grant
for research on a new technique
for chemically separating compounds that are mirror images of
each other.
"I'm dealing with a group of
compounds called optical isomers," Robinson says. "These
are compounds that are identical
in that they have the same boiling point, melting point, and density, but are in fact mirror images of each other, like the right
is a mirror image of the left hand.
The only difference is the direction in which they 'rotate' a
special kind of light; one isomer
rotates the light to the right and
the other to the left."

That key difference makes it
necessary to separate the isomers chemically before many can
be used, particularly in the
development of pharmaceuticals
or industrial manufacturing processes. One compound might
have a beneficial effect while its
optical isomer is useless, or
worse, toxic.
Although technology for separating optical isomers is pretty
well established, Robinson was
interested in trying a different
approach that might be more
convenient and simpler for smallscale "benchtop" chemistry.
Robinson uses a class of inclusion (separation) compounds
called liquid clathrates, which
have been chemically manipulated to show a preference for one
isomer or the other to achieve
separation. The liquid clathrate

surrounds the desired isomer
without actually bonding to it.
"Essentially, it holds the
isomer in place until it can be
separated from the inclusion
compound by cooling it in liquid
nitrogen," he says. "This method
won't replace the others, but the
[inclusion] compounds we're using are relatively easy to make
synthetically, so they could be
used in most any laboratory
right on the benchtop. And
they're very selective. Ideally, a
chemist could customize the
compounds for specific separation problems."
Robinson says funding agencies traditionally encourage
research that involves "doing
something a new way. By looking at things from a different
angle, one often sees things not
noticed before."

UNIVERSITY RIDGE
Summer Rental • 2-Bedroom, 2-Bath,
Swimming Pool, Furnished Washer and Dryer
CALL 654-9189

ORDER YOUR OFFICIAL
UNIVERSITY FHNG

If you have to wear them, wear them well!

w man mmoriCLEMSON BOOKSTORE

Glasses can enhance your personality if
you choose the right style. And, our
eyewear consultants are trained to help
you do just that. The talk of the town in
designer lines are on our shelves...in the
colors for every season. Jewel-tones,
pastels, sophisticated tortoise, black of

course, and shiny metals and leather.
If you're budget minded, we'll fit you
well in that department too. We have
frames in budget, fashion or designer
categories—starting as low as $49.00
complete. All covered by our 1 Year
Repair or Replacement Guarantee.

And, you don't have to be our patient
to have your prescription filled here.

DATE: Wednesday, April 16 TIME: 9 to 4:30
PLACE: Clemson Bookstore

THE VISION CENTERS

Class of 1986 or 1987
Order your Clemson Class Ring!
Last ring day this semester!
$20 Deposit—Order now, take
advantage of low gold prices

Drs. Bell, Watson & Jenkins, Optometrists

-1HERFF
JONES
Division of Carnation Company

123 By-Pass 'The Commons' in Seneca • 882-3338
118-A College Avenue in Clemson • 654-7980
110 N Catherine Street in Walhalla • 638-9505
24-Hour Fee & Information Line • 882-9322
■ ■<
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Library to experiment with longer operation hours
by Jim Hennessey
news editor
As an experiment, Cooper
Library will be open extra hours
for exams this semester.
Beginning Sunday and continuing through exam week, the
library will add 22 hours per
week to its normal schedule. The
extra hours are in response to a
Student Senate resolution which
recommended the extension.
A December survey of 300 students by the senate showed the
greatest need for extended hours
on Sunday mornings and weekday

evenings.
Sixty-six percent favored opening the library before 1 p.m. Sundays. Fifty-seven percent said
they would like to see the library
open past 1 a.m. weeknights and
64 percent favor remaining open
past 6 p.m. on Saturdays.
Use of the library's services
during the experimental period
will be monitored closely and analyzed by the library administration in order to determine whether
a general expansion of hours is
warranted," said Ron Williford,
library technical assistant.

R. M. COOPER LIBRARY

HOURS FOR EXAMS

Sunday, April 13
Monday, April 14-Thursday, April 17
Friday, April 18
Saturday, April 19
Sunday, April 20
Monday, April 21-Thursday, April 24
Friday, April 25
Saturday, April 26
Sunday, April 27
Monday, April 28-Thursady, May 1
Friday, May 2
Saturday, May 3

10:00
7:45
7:45
8:00
10:00
7:45
7:45
8:00
10:00
7:45
7:45
8:00

SPRING 1986

a.m. 3:00 a.m.
a.m. 3:00 a.m.
a.m. -1:00 a.m.
a.m. -1:00 a.m.
a.m. -3:00 a.m.
a.m. 3:00 a.m.
a.m. 1:00 a.m.
a.m. 1:00 a.m.
a.m. 3:00 a.m.
a.m. 3:00 a.m.
a.m. 1:00 a.m.
a.m. 6:00 p.m.

Scholarship established for students with AP credit
University freshmen who take advantage of Advanced Placement, a program
that allows them to earn college credit
while in high school, are eligible for a new
scholarship established by Alumni Professor of Mathematical Sciences John
Kenelly.
The Kenelly-Voss Advanced Placement
Scholarship, established in memory of
Kenelly's parents and in honor of his
wife's parents, was awarded for the first
time at Sunday's Honors and Awards
Day ceremony to the rising sophomore

Join

who entered the University with the
highest number of AP credits.
Kenelly is setting up a $10,000 endowment through the Clemson University
Foundation to support the scholarship,
which will be presented annually. The recipient's high school will receive a plaque
in recognition of its support of the AP
program.
AP tests are offered to top high school
students through the College Board,
which also oversees the Scholastic Aptitude Test. Kenelly is chairman of the

College Board's Academic Affairs Coun- creasing the number of honors courses
cil, the organization's chief advisory that led to AP tests being offered ingroup.
South Carolina schools.
He also has a long history of supporting
During Kenelly's tenure with the Colthe AP program, having served as direc- lege Board Program, South Carolina has
tor of the AP reading, chief reader of AP gone from 32nd to third in the nation in
calculus examinations, and chairman of per capita participation in the AP prothe AP mathematics development com- gram.
mittee.
Clemson has moved from not being
Through visits to schools, conferences, ranked in the top 200 universities to 33rd
and summer institutes for teachers, in the nation in terms of the number of
Kenelly also played a major role in in- freshmen who have taken AP tests.

The Real Life Adventures
Of A Make-Believe Cop.

The
Tiger!!!!!!
STUDENT
OPPORTUNITIES
We are looking for girls
interested in being counselorsactivity instructors in a private
girls camp located in
Hendersonville, N.C. Instructors
needed especially in Swimming
(WSI), Horseback Riding,
Tennis, Backpacking, Archery,
Canoeing, Gymnastics, Crafts,
Also Basketball, Computers,
Soccer, Cheerleading, Drama,
Nature Study, Field Hockey. If
your school offers a Summer
Internship program, we will be
glad to help. Inquiries—Morgan
Haynes, P.O. Box 400C, Tryon,
NC 28782.

Summer

Fall

Spring

WASHINGTON
OR LONDON
INTERNSHIPS
OXFORD 8Ui?&ER
Full Academic Years In
• Oxford University
• L.S.E.
• St. Andrews, Scotland
U.S. credits will be transferred
through Hampden-Sydney
College, founded in Virginia by
James Madison in 1776.
Graduate work is an option
The Director of Studies for the
Center for Quality Education
Abroad (in Britain) is the Rt.
Hon. The Lord Beloff, D.Litt.
(Oxoa), Fellow of the British
Academy, Professor Emeritus
of Government and Fellow of
All Souls, Oxford.
INQUIRIES TO:
JANET KOLLEK.J.D.,
Admissions DirectorCQEA/
WISC, Rm 53,158 W. 81 St.,
NY, NY, 10024.
(212-724-0804/724-0136).
(EO/AA)
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Cleaningup

Workers began scraping and painting Tillman Hall Monday afternoon as part of
the University's "spruce-up" campaign.

Trustees
continued from page one
building are in," said Jerry
Boyer, superintendent of plainning. "We are reviewing them
now and hope to have the modifications back to the architect
within two weeks.
"Right now, I would say actual construction of the facility
is, at the maximum, 26 weeks
away. We will probably be able
to shorten that to about four
months or better," Boyer said.
Approval was also given for
the construction of a $311,495
activities center in Memorial
Stadium.
"The room will be built on the
club level, west end. of the

south stands of the stadium,"
Nick Lomax said. "It will have
a view of the field. The room
will be put to maximum use
other than football.
"The money to build it will
come from athletic revenue and
IPTAY. No state funding will
be involved nor will any student
fees be used," Lomax said.
Trustee Billy Amick, chairman of the educational policy
committee, recommended the
formation of a new Department
of Earth Science.
"There is no room in the new
chemistry building for the present chemistry-geology joint

program," Amick said. "The
formation of such a new program would cost about $23,000
a year, mainly for maintaining
an office."
The Board passed the proposal, and the new department
will be established in the fall.
The Board edited the presidential selection process used in
the selection of the previous
two presidents, Bill Atchley
and Max Lennon.
The new process will allow
the Board "more freedom" in
the methods used for presidential selection, according to
Trustee J. J. Britton.

\lOSeolla^Aoe.,(iUm»OM

- YOU CAN MAKE A DIFFERENCE Student Government
Executive Committee Interviews
Monday, April 14-Thursday, April 17
Sign up in Student Government
• Treasurer Staff
• PR/Communications
• Activities
• Research and Development
• Organizations
• Greek Liaison
• Elections Board
• Student Services (paid position)

654-4599
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Coeds assaulted
by Carolyn Silliman
staff writer

Special day

Brian Arldt/senior staff photographer

Disabled children from the Clemson area participated in the annual Special Olympics
yesterday at Jervey Track.

Two University students were
assaulted last week while walking alone late at night.
A female was assaulted by a
white male late Saturday night in
the parking lot in front of
Calhoun Courts.
According to police records, she
was walking alone from the Palmetto ballroom to Calhoun Courts
at approximately 2:40 a.m.
The student was approached
by a male who allegedly attempted to pull her in an
"orange/red" car.
The female was able to pull
away from the man and escape
without injury, records said.
The suspect is described as a
white male, medium build, ruffled light-brown hair, and approximately 5'6".
. A female was attacked last
Tuesday night on her way to

- 3

Subway from Johnstone
A-section, according to police
records.
Two large black males approached the coed and grabbed
her in front of Godfrey Hall. Two
other black males were in the
area at the time of the attack.
The student was able to kick
the.males and run away without
any major physical injury.

Sports car drivers race to be 'King of the Mountain'
The Coors/Hunter Chimney Rock Hillclimb, with its 41st running set for the
weekend of April 25-27, is almost as traditional as springtime.
The climb—or "going up the hill" as
locals refer to it—is a road race for highpowered sports cars. There are more than
1.8 miles of hairpin curves and steep
slopes at Chimney Rock Park in western
North Carolina's Rutherford County. The
rest of the year the race course is the
scenic roadway leading to the tourist attraction, hiking trails, and the gorgeous
view from the top of the rock.
But once every year, outstanding racing drivers from over the Southeast and
parts of the Midwest bring their wives,
their kids, their cars, and their hopes to
see who will be the next "King of the
Mountain."
And this year is no exception. More

than 100 entries have already been filed
by S.C.C.A. sanctioned drivers who will
come to compete in the ultimate test to
find a champion in seven various groups.
Only one can be the overall winner—the
driver who takes home the Hunter/Coors
Cun for the best solo time up the course
that rises some 550 feet. But, there's a
chance for a driver to win his class, or set
a class record, and maybe earn a part of
this year's larger $6,000 purse put up by
Chimney Rock Park, Coors, and the
Hunter Automobile Dealerships of
Hendersonville.
Last year, Mike Green of Greenville was
finally able to outduel John Finger,
12-time overall winner and past record
holder, for the championship. Breaking a
four-year string of second place overall
finishes. Green posted a new record.of
1:46.2 driving his Chevron Mazda against

Finger's powerful March Mazda. "It was
so close last year," said Finger, "that
we've agreed to make no changes to our
cars this year as we gear up for a
rematch." Gary Davis of Tampa, FL,
another past overall winner will also be
back as a strong contender.
Eliminations for five of the groups and
their classes will get underway at
9:30 a.m. Friday, with the other two
group eliminations beginning at 9:30 a.m.
Saturday. A total of 80 cars comprised
of the fastest of each class will have a
chance to run for the record and prizes
when competition, conducted by Central
Carolinas Region of the Sports Car Club
of America, begins again at 9 am Sunday.
Gates open for spectators at 8:30 a.m.
each day. Parking will be available on a
first-come, first-serve basis in the park
but shuttle busses will run continuonslv.

from parking areas outside the park to the
course and back.
Friday admission is $6 for adults and $4
for children (6-15 years). Saturday prices
are $8 for adults, $4 for children with Sunday adult admission at $10 and children's
$5. A three-day package ticket is available for $20.
Plenty of picnic facilities, concessions,
and restroom facilities are located within
the park's confines during race days. Bill
Stanley's Barbeque of Asheville will also
provide a "pig pickin" feed on the
Meadows.
Chimney Rock Park is located on
Highway 64 and 74 in Chimney Rock, N.C.
For further information on the event or
area accommodations, write: P.O. Box
39HC, Chimney Rock, NC 28720, or call
Chimney Rock Park at (704) 625-9611.

A summer tan
is two weeks away.
The Wolff tanning system is light years ahead of any
competitor.
It provides the perfect balance of the sun's tanning
rays. So after only eight 20-minute sessions, you'll look
like you've just spent months in the tropics.
The Wolff System is the world's number-one choice.
And it's the only tanning system we use. So for a deep,
dark, healthy-looking tan, give us a call. We've got the
closest thing to the sun itself.
-■-. Tnw nn

WOLFF ®

UNIVERSITY SQUARE MALL ci^™*

CLEMSON, S.C.
654-1766

IMSIM!

The Most Trusted Name Gjgjfj* <JT" \
in Tanning

WALK TO CAMPUS
The place to be in '86 . .

CLEMSON COURT I & II
A style of living for the
discriminating student/person
2- and 3-Bedroom Condominiums FOR RENT

HOT DOGS
CHIPS
SOFT DRINKS
ICE-COLD BEER
ON TAP

A11 amenities you expect including:
Two (2) full baths
Completely tastefully furnished
Fully equipped kitchen
Heat pump healing and cooling
Dish washer
Garbage disposal
Continuous cleaning oven .

W asher and dryer furnished
in each unit
Fully carpeted
Landscaped grounds
Large storage room
Healed swimming pool
Central vacuum (Clemson Court I)

NOW AVAILABLE
offered by
FOOTHILLS GALLERY OF HOMES
Highway 123, P.O. Box 111
Clemson, South Carolina 29631
(803) 654-6065

ALL YOUR FAVORITE
BRANDS OF BEER

CALL-IN ORDERS
ALWAYS WELCOME
654-6758
Located in Rogers Plaza
Hwy. 123 in Clemson
Barbecue Catering Now Available
Please Call for Details
'J-'*J**4J*J**i
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Scientists prepare genetics program
Three of the nation's leading
genetics scientists will be at the
University, Thursday to participate in a symposium on "Genetic
Engineering: A Natural Science"
in Daniel Auditorium.
Mary E. Clutter, senior science
adviser to the director of the National Science Foundation,
Robert T. Fralye, manager of the
plant molecular biology group at
the Monsanto Co., and Stephen
J. O'Brien, chief of the genetics
section in the National Cancer
Institute's Laboratory of Viral
Carcinogenesis, will speak at the
symposium, which is sponsored
by the University and the S.C.
Academy of Sciences.
The three scientists will give
an overview of the revolutionary
science that enables researchers
to move genes from one organism
to another in order to plant or improve desirable genetic traits.
O'Brien will lead off the program at 2 p.m. with an introduction to recombinant DNA technology and an overview of current research in the field, with
specific emphasis on genetic
engineering research aiming at
finding a cure for cancer.

a
fact.
Mary Clutter
O'Brien's research focuses on
human retroviruses and the identification and activity of oncogenes, the genes that trigger
tumor growth.
Fraley will give a historical
look at plant genetics and current research on genetic alteration of plants, which may result
in improved crop resistance to
pests, drought, and disease. His
work at Monsanto is aimed at
developing commercial plants

Stephen O'Brien

Robert Fraley
resistant to some of the company's herbicides, which would
allow farmers to treat weeds
without harming crops.
Clutter, who was named a
Fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of
Science for her work as reviewer
and administrator of public
research funds, will focus on the
ethical implications of recombinant DNA research and will assess
the field's future in terms of

funding sources, special-interest
groups, and education of future
biotechnologists.
The symposium will be the
highlight of the annual meeting
of the S.C. Academy of Sciences,
a statewide organization that
provides a forum for the exchange of scientific information
among its members. More than
160 research papers will be
presented during two days of
general sessions.

Fraternity plans run to benefit victims ofALS
The Phi Delta Theta Fraternity
will host a "Spring Fever Run"
to beneift the Amgtrophic
Lateral Schlerosis Association.
The race will be held Saturday,
April 19 with a raindate of Sunday, April 20 at Littlejohn Coliseum. The "Spring Fever Run"
will be in three classes of a threemile race at 8:30 a.m.; five-mile
race at 9:15 a.m. and a one-mile
Fun Run at 10:15 a.m. Registration fees of $5 pre-race and $6 the
day of the race will entitle participants to a free tee shirt.
ALS is a neuromuscular
disease that affects all voluntary
muscle action, leaving patients
totally paralyzed and speechless.

ALS is not a rare disease; its frequency is about four times that
of Muscular Distrophy and equal
to that of Multiple Sclerosis,
both of which are better known.
ALS is commonly called Lou
Gehrig's Disease because it
claimed his life at the height of
his baseball career.
Lou Gehrig was a former Phi
Delta Theta brother from Columbia University in the 1920s.
Because of Lou Gehrig, Phi Delta
Theta has adopted the ALS
Association as its primary charity.
It was particularly unfitting
that such a strong and physically
powerful athlete such as Lou
Gehrig would be afflicted by a

SUMMER WORK?
Make
$386 A Week

disease that gradually distoys all
muscle function, ending in total
paralysis while leaving the mind
unaffected. After all, he was a
ballplayer who did not miss one
game in 14 consecutive years;
who was named four times the
Most Valuable Player in the
American League; whose incredible streak of 2,130 games remains an unbroken record. This
"Spring Fever Run" is being
held in Lou Gehrig's honor to
help find the cause and cure of
the disease which took his life.
The Phi Delta Theta Fraternity
continues to honor Gehrig's
memory by presenting its Lou
Gehrig Award annually to a

young major leaguer who best
exemplifies the sportsmanship
qualities of the late Yankee first
baseman.
Two Phi Delt alumni from Case
Western University have made a
contribution to Lou Gehrig's
disease by developing a special
communication device that
enables non-verbal patients to
communicate with their eyes.
The ETRAN Communicator was
invented by Jack Eichler (Case
'41) and Warren Rupp (Case '42)
through the Fran and Rupp
Foundation. The device is distributed by the ALS Association
headquartered in New York City.

GOLDENWOODS

2-, 3-BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES
FOR RENT
CALL 654-5119 Evenings or Weekends

Free information from
the Federal Government is
available to you at more
than 1,380 Depository Libraries across the country.
Congress established the
Depository Library Program in 1814 to provide
free access to Government information.
To find the Federal Depository in your area,
contact your local library
or write to the Federal
Depository Library
Program, Office of the
Public Printer, Washington,
DC 20401.

Federal Depository
library Program

• Travel
• Hard Working
Call for an interview • 654-8040

UPPERCLASS DROP-IN
FALL RUSH '86

April Showers
Soaps 9N Suds

(for those interested in joining a sorority)

presents

Wednesday, April 16
5 p.m.

"Suds Hour"
pitchers of
Budweiser and
Michelob Lt.
$1.50
12-oz. cups 25c
Mon.-Fri. 11-7

Smith dorm lounge
In order to register for
Rush, you must attend this
Drop-In. Schedule conflicts,
please call 656-5994.

&
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University research, on the
respiratory functions of hemoglobin in microscopic nervous
tissue is featured in this week's
issue of Science magazine, the
prestigious publication of the
American Association for the
Advancement of Science.
Biological scientists Jim
Colacino and David Kraus coauthored the article, which ran

rch published in national nwgazine

in the April 4 edition of the
weekly scientific magazine.
In large animals and tissues,
hemoglobin, the substance that
makes red blood cells red, helps
carry oxygen to the tissues. The
Science article focuses on
research that shows the major
function of hemoglobin in microscopic animals and tissues may
be to store oxygen rather than

carry it.
The scientists developed instrumentation that allowed them
to monitor simultaneously hemoglobin function and electrical activity in a microscopic nerve cord
from a marine clam.
The red nerve cord, which is
about the size of a single human
hair, needs oxygen in order to
continue its electrical activity,

but it is frequently exposed to may be a major function of hemoconditions in which oxveren is globin in microscopic animals
and tissues.
unavailable.
Colacino, an associate proTheir research shows that the
nerve hemoglobin stores oxygen fessor in the department of
when it is available, then slowly biological sciences, has received
releases it to the nerve when the a $100,000 grant from the Naregular supply is cut off, allowing tional Science Foundation to
electrical activity to continue. In develop further the instrument
the article, Kraus and Colacino for the study of hemoglobin in
suggest that oxygen storage living tissue.

TIGER RAGS
LIFESTYLE CLOTHING

*••••••••

300 College Avenue
Clemson, S.C. 29631
<803> 654-V500

,t&&&<

50% OFF ENTIRE STOCK
ALL CLEARANCE ITEMS
$5, $10, AND $15

We
Would
Like
To
Welcome
Rachel Kelley
to

^^^

AMERICA'S
FAVORITE!!!
*••••••••

*

FOR HAIR

(formerly of Head of Time)
Downtown Clemson

654-1094

The Original.
Every pizza is made
from scratch, with fresh
ingredients and generous
toppings, by the people
who invented free, 30
minute delivery.
Every pizza is guaranteed:
To your door in 30 minutes
or less, or we'll take $3.00
OFF the price of your
pizza!
When it comes to pizza
made for your home or
office, there are many
imitations, but there's really
only one that you can call
the original.
Guaranteed.

IS

YOUR

CAMPU

Study around the world, visiting Japan, Korea,
Taiwan, Hong Kong, Sri Lanka, India, Egypt,
Turkey, Greece and Spain. Our 100 day voyages sail
in January and September offering 12-15 transferable
hours of credit from more than 50 voyage-related
courses.
The S.S. UNIVERSE is a 500 passenger Americanbuilt ocean liner, registered in Liberia. Semester at Sea
admits students without regard to color, race or creed.
For details call toll-free (800) 854-0195
or write:
Semester at Sea
Institute for Shipboard Education
University of Pittsburgh, 2E Forbes Quadrangle
Pittsburgh, PA 15260
Semester at Sea representative
visits Clemson Monday, April 14.'
Information table: loggia display area—10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Film presentation: 4 p.m., Student Govt. Senate Chambers

Serving Clemson &
Clemson University:

654-3082

300 College Ave.

* Serving Seneca A
Surrounding Area:

882-9783
100 Salem Rd.
Hours:
11AM-2AM Sun.-Thurs.
11AM-3AMFri.&Sat.
MPM-1 AM Sun.-Thurs.
4PM-2AM Fri. & Sat.

o+Ar
i&
DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS

Limited delivery areas.
Drivers carry under $20.
©1986 Domino's Pizza, Inc.

DINNER
FOR
TWO
$7.50!

Receive a 12" superb
cheese pizza with any
ONE topping and TWO
16 oz. non-returnable
bottles of Coke®, for
$7,501
(Tax included!)
Not valid with any other
coupon or offer.
Offer good thru 5/5/86.
Our 12", 8-slice pizza
serves 2-3 persons.

DINNER
FOR
FOUR
$11.50!

Receive a 16" superb
cheese pizza with any
ONE topping and
FOUR 16 oz. nonreturnable bottles of
Coke for $11.50!
(Tax included!)
Not valid with any other
coupon or offer.
Offer good thru 5/5/86.
Our 16", 12-slice pizza
serves 4-6 persons.

6867PX/5620.22
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Campus Bulletin
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Found: Key ring with Grosser keys.
Found in Riggs Hall vicinity. Call 3201
for information.
Lost: Nikon 35mm camera in first floor
bathroom of Riggs Hall.
Lost: Tortoise shell reading glasses in a
light brown case. Call 654-9181 and ask
for Linda.
Organizations planning events for the
coming year need to contact the Department of News Services so they can.update
their "master calendar" of Universitysponsored events. Include name or title of
event and brief explanation, sponsors,
and telephone number for more information, time, location, admission price, and
whether the event is open to the public.
Call Hollye Hatfield at 4993.
Alpha Phi Omega National Service
Fraternity will sponsor a Blood Drive on
Monday, Tuesday, and Wednesday, April
14,15, and 16, from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. each
day, in the Palmetto Ballroom of the
University Union. The blood donated will
benefit patients in the Shriners hospitals
for burned and crippled children and
Clemson students, faculty, staff, and
alumni. The student organization with the
most credits for donations will receive its
choice of use of a juke box for one year or
use of the Y-Barn for one event.
Three additional help sessions will be
held by the Graduate School for
Thesis/Dissertations on Mondays, April
7,14, and 21 in E-l Martin Hall from 4-6
p.m. If students or typists have specific
questions regarding the preparation of
theses or dissertations, they should attend these sessions. Call 3914 if you have
any questions.
The YMCA is accepting applications
for summer positions, including camp
counselors, boating instructor, crafts instructor, gymnastics instructors, swimming instructors, and lifeguards. For
more information, come by Holtzendorff
YMCA Center or call 656-2460.
The YMCA needs volunteers to help
coach and officiate Spring Youth Sports,
including track, T-Ball, baseball, and girls
Softball. For more information come by
Holtzendorff YMCA Center or call
656-2460.
The B'Nai B-rith Hillel student organization has been invited to be guests at a
Sader on the first night of Passover. The
Sader will be held on Wednesday evening,
April 23. Students wishing to attend,
please call Dr. Klein at 654-6108, by
Saturday, April 12.
Sign up is now in progress for the new
YMCA Surrise Exercise Program held on
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday from

7-8 a.m. at Fike Recreation Center. The
class is open to University and community
participation and is coed. Flexibility, toning and shaping will be featured, emphasizing correct form, posture, injury
prevention, and observing a controlled
aerobic heart rate. Stop by the YMCA to
sign up or call 656-2460.
CLASSIFIEDS
Clemson Do-It-Yourself Framing
behind SCN Bank downtown—posters,
readymade frames, cheaper prices —
special diploma frame prices. 654-6461.
Wanted: Women and men to participate
in a study on Bulimia, an eating disorder
characterized by eating excessive
amounts of food followed by vomiting,
laxative use, abdominal pain, sleep,
fasting, or over-exercising. Your identity
will remain anonymous and information
concerning treatment will be available.
Please contact Kay Edgeworth at 656-5703
or 653-7519 for more information.
Want an exciting, unforgettable summer job? Waterfront, sailing, and canoeing instructors needed for residential
camp for the handicapped. Salary plus
room and board. Call Charlie White at the
Outdoor Lab, 646-7502.
Windsurfer for sale. Great beginner
board. 12 feet. 70 sq. ft. sail. Ideal for lake
sailing. Good condition. Sail almost new.
$340 will buy the complete outfit and two
one-hour lessons to get you started. Call
882-0040 between 8 p.m. and midnight.
For Rent: Summer sessions; subleasing
a bedroom in a three bedroom condo in
University Ridge. Condo completely furnished. Double bed. Two dressers, large
closet. Own bathroom. Perfect for person
who likes privacy. Rent reasonable. Call
Susan 654-4098.
Did your Co-op fall through? Engineers,
we are looking for some workers who
would like to relocate and work hard this
summer. How does $1,481 per month
grab you? Must have summer free. Write
to: Summer Work, P.O. Box 3255, University Station, Clemson, SC 29632. Enclose,
name, address, and telephone number
along with stamped, self-addressed
envelope.
Liberal Arts Major? What are you doing this summer to prepare for your
career? Find out why IBM, ZEROX, Protector and Gamble, Milliken, Upjohn, and
hundreds of others want students who
have worked with us. Looking for a few
hard workers at $370 per week. For interview appointment call 654-8040.
The Clemson Typing Service offering
professional word processing at reasonable prices. Plan ahead and call early!
654-8124 after 5:30 p.m. weekdays and
anytime weekends.

1986 Summer Session

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA
AT
CHAPEL HILL
UNC-CH has one of the largest summer
programs offered by a university in the
United States. Over 700 courses are offered
in 38 disciplines. Course offerings are designed to fulfill the needs of undergraduates
and graduates, as well as career and professional development. Faculty range from
endowed professors to teaching assistants
The typical load is two three semester hour
classes and there is ample housing.

With an open admissions policy for summer
visiting students, the opportunity to upgrade
credentials, applicants needing prerequisites
for admission to graduate and professional
schools, or persons wishing to take courses
for enrichment, and superior junior and
senior high school students are "available.

Athletic Wearhouse is now taking applications. Full-time and part-time. Apply
in person between 1-4 p.m., Monday
through Saturday at Anderson Mall —
next to Chick-Fil-A.
Two-bedroom apartment for rent second summer session at University Ridge
condominiums. Furnished with everything (two waterbeds, 24" color TV and
cable, washer-dryer, central air, etc.)
Available for only two people—$250 per
person. Call Michael or Kevin at 654-9209.
For Rent: A three bedroom home, 108
Clemson Street, central heat and A/C, new
kitchen appliances, perfect for three
students. $385 per month. (404) 886-9451;
August-August; lease required.

Lemans Apt. now leasing summer and
fall. Walking distance from campus . . .
located on Six Mile Road. Two-bedroom
furnished townhouse apartments. $275
per month. Call Mrs. Drennon any time
from 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. 654-3497.
PERSONALS
K.W., tell Amy and Kermit, I said Hi. I
promise I'll never pull Amy's head off.
Study sessions are weird. J.H.
Bob Ellis, the one and only! Blair.
Daddy Rabbit: Welcome back to the
burrow. Love you, Mama Bunny.
To Princess: I'm sorry. I never meant to
hurt you so. Regretful.

Have truck, I will help you move. Also,
custom photography and aerobic hand
weights. Reasonable rates. Terry Howard,
654-4635. Call after 7 p.m.

You never know how much it's worth
until it's gone. Vain one time too many.

76 Rabbit—exceptionally nice and
clean. AC, 4-speaker dig clarion, new:
paint, interior, cly. head, clutch, radials,
excellent condition inside and out. Asking
$1,300. Parked by First Baptist daily.
656-2305 (day) or 868-2934 (home).

Bromley: Only 29 more days! I love
you. Pam.

OVERSEAS JOBS . . . Summer, year
round. Europe, South America, Australia,
Asia. All fields. $900-2,000 month.
Sightseeing. Free information. Write IJC,
P.O. Box 52-Sea, Corona Del Mar, CA,
92625.
For Sale: Noblet Leblanc clarinet in excellent condition; $175 or best offer;
Bundy Clarinet in not-so-hot condition, $5
or will accept most anything! Call Lisa at
6268.
Cruiseships, airlines, hiring! Summer,
career, overseas! Call for guide, cassette,
news service. 916-844-4444, Ext. CW25.
Typing Service: College interview
forms, term papers, etc. at Clemson's new
Campus Copy Shop and Typing Service.
Fast, accurate, guaranteed, and reasonable prices. One day service on most projects. 306 College Avenue, 654-3383.
Male roommate needed. Two-bedroom,
off-campus apartment. Inexpensive. For
fall-spring semesters. Call Bryon,
656-7215.
Help Wanted: Men and women, professional bartenders usually earn $250-500
per week or more including tips, after
training. For immediate interview, report
to the Holiday Inn on U.S. Route 123 at
1 p.m. Friday, April 11 only. No experience necessary. Be on time and bring
your interested friends. Training provided
by the Georgia School of Bartending of
Atlanta, Georgia.
Government jobs—$15,040-59,230 per
year. Now hiring. Call 805-687-6000. Ext.
R-3405 for current federal list.

Wicca: I wuv Wum and Coke and Funnel Cake! Guess who?

Adriane: Bear, Grayson, Mom, and
Molly say Hello! Have a great weekend,
your future spaz roomie.
To Chip and Jeff: What's up? Guess
who.
Maddie: Two cornish game hens are
waiting anytime you feel like a good meal
and some good company. Dave.
Laurie: Not long until summer—can't
wait, huh? I'm definitely looking forward
to it. Love, D.
Dr. Henry: Thanks for the coffee. BLE.
Bo: Just because I'm out of sight
doesn't mean I'm far away. Branson.
Bob E.: Keep the faith; we're all behind
you; all the way to the pond. Staph.
Maddie: Take good care of Addison.
Use him when I'm not around. Dave.
C. House Dorm Supervisor: Thank you
for always supporting me. I'm looking forward to tonight. —Susan.
Sophie, Mandy, Sally: You're beautiful;
keep smiling, Fred's coming for a visit.
The stars will always shine at night.
Sully: The V-ball game is going down.
We're talking a big "U." The 'Drowned
Rats' rule. —The Boys.
Branson: Missed ya! Don't let youknow-who keep us apart. Friends come
first. Bo.
Bunny Rabbit . . . Sorry about this
week, let's have a picnic Sunday. I luv u,
Me.

CEDARWOOD
STUDENT VILLAGE

Nestled In The trees, Away From The Noise And Traffic.
• Washer and Dryer in Each Apt.
• Swimming Pool/Hot Tub
• Planned Social Activities

The campus is situated near the internationally known Research Triangle Park, the State
Capital. N.C. State University and Duke
University.

Rates starting at $120 a month

Summer academic calendar:
Term I, May 19-June 24
Term II, June 30-August 5

Special Rate for Summer Session Only
Starting at $199

Please send the Summer Session catalog to:
Name

• Special Rates For Married Couples • Fraternity and Sorority Houses Available

Street.

• Special Rates for Two in an Apartment with Private Bedroom and Bath

City —

. State.
Summer Session
102 PeaH uy Hall 037A
Ch»; .«i Hill. NC 27514
Telephone: (919) 966-4364

ZIP.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL RESIDENT MANAGER, 654-3263
S3

I AKh HWY. 76 TO 1HK Oil) STONK CHURCH. KOI.I.OW SIGNS TO CK.OARWOOI). CORNKR OK HWV 76
AM) OLD STONE CHURCH ROAI).
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International stude
International Student Association offers
opportunity for one to broaden horizons
"My cousin graduated 20
years ago," said Uday
Pabrai, native of India and
president of the
International Students
Association. "At that time,
there were only 20
international students in the
University."
Over the next generation,
some big changes have been
made. Now, about 4 percent
(486 students) of the total
student body at the
University are international
students. Eighty-one
countries are represented on
campus. The faculty of
almost every department
includes at least a few
international professors, and
for the first year,
international students have a
seat in Student Senate
International students also
have an organization of their
own—the International
Student Association.
According to Pabrai, the
ISA is the social
organization for
international students.
"The ISA seeks to enhance
the experience of the
international students in the

University," said Pabrai.
"The organization conducts
trips, social gatherings, and
performs other services for
international students."
The ISA has a sister group
called the International
Students Council. Pabrai
said this is the legal
organization for
international students.
"The ISC is dedicated to
fostering cultural exchanges
between international and
American students," he said.
"It also presents the
concerns of international
students to Student
Government."
Presidential Meeting
Pabrai and Public
Relations Officer Hakan
Thyn, from Sweden, met
with President Lennon
March 14. Besides
congratulating Lennon on
his
appointment, they also
discussed
"unhappy" areas with him,
Pabrai said.
"We feel that by
addressing our problems
directly to the

Uday Pabrai
administration, we'll get a
quicker solution," he said.
One of the areas of
unhappiness is their budget.
"We get about $500," said
Pabrai, "which isn't much
considering there are almost
500 international students."
Transportation is hurt by
the tight budget. According
to Pabrai, families in
Anderson invite
internationals to dinner, but
because of the lack of funds,
they "just don't go."
The ISA has also been
working with the
administration to obtain a

lounge. According to Pabrai,
a 400-signature petition will
be presented to the ISC as
the next step in the process.
Pabrai said The Gutter is
being strongly considered as
the location for the lounge.
"Our lounge would look
very international," said
Pabrai. "We have been
contacting foreign embassies
in the United States to get
material for decor."
The ISA has built a
collection of artifacts and
literature from international
students in its five years of
existence.
"We would like these to be
permanantly represented in
the lounge. It would serve as
a socializing and meeting
point for international
students," said Pabrai.
He also said the lounge
would create an active
language bank and provide
even better interaction
between internationals and
American students.
Elections
Because elections for ISA
General Body are April 15,
the work with a new lounge

would fall on the new
officers. The last day td
for a position is April l|
Americans afe free to
elected to these positioi|
Several new positions
be open for the electionl
handle the many activilf
the General^Body will
increased from five to
positions. Also, plans
underway to create ne?
posts to put together
information for the nev
handbook.
The present positions
president, vice-presidenl
secretary, treasurer, anf
public relations officer.
"We would like to se
wide representation in i
for next yea?," said Pal]
Horizons
"Many people think
internationals are differ
but they are just like yd
said Pabrai. "Despite tlj
Iran/Iraq wars, those
nationalities here are be|
friends.
"By getting more
involved, Americans caJ
discover new worlds ani
broaden their horizons.'!

Internationals sponsor
activities to unite all people
"It's shocking how shortsighted politics is. People of
different nations develop
barriers before they know
eacch other," said Uday
Pabrai, president of the
International Students
Association.
According to Pabrai,
events sponsored by ISA are
open to Americans, as well
as internationals. He looks
forward to this further
interconnection.
The ISA organizes an
"International Week" at the
beginning of each semester
and concludes the week with
an International Dinner. The
dishes served at the dinner
are from the different
countries represented and
native dances are also
performed.
"International Week" for
spring semester was held
January 10-16. The week

began with "Africa Day."
Next came "Far East Day.'
During the day, spectators
would have their name
painted on their hand in
Chinese.
"Scandinavia and the
Mediterranean Day" was
followed by "the Americas
Day." Finally, "India Day"
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brought a climax to the
week.
ISA will hold a "Summer
Kickoff" April 12. The
soccer tournament and
cookout will be held 11 a.m.
til 6 p.m. at Y-Beach.
Still in the planning stages
is a celebration of the
birthday of the Statue of
Liberty. In October, during
halftime of the Duke football
game, representatives of
each country will wear a
native costume and interlock
hands down the middle of
the field. The "International
Cultural and Festival
Dinner" will follow the
game.
Pabrai does not think
interconnection between
Americans and
internationals will be a big
problem because, according
to him, Americans are "the
world's friendliest."
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11—President Lennon speaks in Daniel
11—Last day to register for Summer Kickoff
12—Summer Kickoff Soccer tournament and cookout
15—Elections

SUMMER ACTIVITIES
International Punk/Nerd party
Trip to Orlando—Disney World and Epcot
NEXT SEMESTER
Statue of Liberty celebration
International Cultural and Festival Dinner

EVERYONE WELCOME!
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Organization restructured

Students revive association
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The International Student
Association was reinstated
last fall after a one-year
hiatus, and an International
Student Council was formed
to act as liaison between the
486 international students
and Student Government.
The International Student
Association disintegrated
because of a lack of strong
leadership and a general lack
of awareness last year. The
old ISA did not file a report
with Student Government
last year.
Last summer, Ast. Dean of
Student Life Mickey Lewis
and Rosangela Boyd (an
international student from
Brazil), took steps to
reinstate the ISA.
"We wanted the reinstated
ISA to be a vital group, so
we did not simply slap
positions on people in order
to re-form the organization,"
said Mickey Lewis. "Last
year, a number of the
officers were graduate

students, and they did not
realize the time factor
involved. That's why last
year's organization
collapsed."
Lewis, following a format
currently in use at such
universities as North
Carolina State, Florida,
Florida State, North
Carolina, and Auburn,
proposed that the new ISA
should be in a restructured
form.
The international students
opted for the old format, but
Boyd pointed out that many
of the older students, who
had seen the old system,
preferred the restructured
format. "They had seen the
old sytem, and they said
that it didn't work that
well," said Boyd.
Since there is no
organization to provide input
for international students
into Student Government, an
International Student
Council was also formed.

"The international
students were really without
a voice in Student
Government, unlike other
minority groups on campus,"
said Lewis.
Uday Pabrai, the president
of the ISA, is optimistic
about the outlook for both
the ISA and the
International Student
Council. "The previous
organization was too
regionalistic, too Asian or
South American," said
Pabrai. "The new ISA will
represent a wider range of
countries. For example,
students from Taiwan are
active for the first time this
year."
He added, "We are trying
to take a broad-minded
approach to the ISA. We are
also trying to keep religion
and politics out of the
organization in order to
properly cater to the needs
of all international
students."
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Tubing on the Chattooga can be fun.
April 19 and 20
9 a.m.-3 p.m.
Cost: $6.50 includes transportation and tubes.
Enrollment is limited-so sign up today.
(Deadline is April 18)
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Reserve these dates on your calendar
for Short Courses:
April 12,19, Sailboarding-$20
April 19, Rock Climbing and Rappelling-$35

At the Movies this week:
Rocky IV, April 10-12,
7 and 9:15 p.m., $1.50
Uncommon Valor, April 13,
7 and 9:15 p.m., Sunday Free
Flick—free with University ID

A trip to Carowinds:
April 19, cost: $15 includes ticket
and transportation
You can't ask for a better bargain!

Invasion of the Body Snatchers,
April 14, 8 p.m.—$1
E.T.—The Extra-Terrestrial, April 16 19,
7 and 9:30 p.m., $1.50
(All movies require a University ID)

Next week in the Union Games Area:
A spring Men's Bowl-off, Thursday,
April 17, at
5:30 p.m.—Sign -up begins
at 4:30 p.m. at
the Games Area Lanes

Travel News
Shuttle Service to the Greenville/Spartanburg
Jetport will be provided by the CUU Travel
Center on Saturday, May 3, Sign up early
at the Union Information Desk.

C&MOTQS

OPI^MNDUSA

OVER GEORGIA

Discount tickets are now available for
Carowinds, Six Flags, and Opryland U.S.A.
at the CUU Travel Center. Save $ and buy
your tickets in advance. Tickets are good
any day throughout the 1986 season.

Events sponsored by the Clemson University Union.
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Features
Getting a 'savage tan' now made a lot easier
by Melissa McCown
staff writer
If you've got better things to do than he
basking at Y-Beach or on top of the high
rises, there is an alternative to being a
pale-face: tanning beds.
Tannings beds seem to be the newest
way to get that "savage tan" and for
some area business people, the way to
make a living in a college town. In Clemson there are five tanning facilities:
Ft. Hill Beauty, Trends for Hair, Hair
South, Tropical Tanning Center, and the
Wolff Sun Center.
Trends for Hair, on College Avenue, has
one Wolff System tanning bed. According
to Allison Mosley, cosmetologist at
Trends, Wolff is the best tanning bed. The
first 30-minute session in the bed is free,
and after that, a single session is $6, five
visits are $27, 15 are $69, and 20 are $85.
Every twenty-first visit is free.
The hours are from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.,
Monday-Friday, and 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Saturday. Mosley said, "I like to use the
tanning beds because I work all day and
can't lie out in the sun."
Hair South, also on College Avenue, has
one Solana tanning bed. According to
Frank Julian, owner of Hair South,
Solana is better because the bed is flat,

Tim Crawford/head photographer

Mark Fisher works on his tan on a Solana tanning bed at Hair South.
Tropical Tanning Center, located in
rather than concave, and that produces a
better tan. Hair South is open from 9 a.m. Clemson Shopping Center, is owned and
to 6 p.m., Monday-Saturday, and each managed by Bill Wyatt. "I have Sontegra
30-minute visit costs $6. Five visits are tanning beds because they are the least
damaging to the skin. They have almost
$25, and 15 are $60.

no beta rays," Wyatt said.
"Sontegra still delivers a good tan, it's,
just not as damaging," Wyatt said.
What are the advantages of the tanning
beds as opposed to the good old sunshine?
Wyatt said, "Tanning beds provide an
isolated, more pleasant environment . . .
you can wear less clothing than you might
in public. It's so much cooler, and it's
timed so you don't get too much or too
little sun."
At Tropical Tanning Center, an introductory visit is $3, 3 visits are $14, 6 are
$28, and 10 are $45. They are open from 9
a.m. to 9 p.m., Monday-Friday, 9 a.m. to
4 p.m. on Saturday, and 2 p.m. to 9 p.m.
on Sunday.
Wolff Sun Center, located in the University Square Mall, is the newest tanning
facility in Clemson. They have six Wolff
tanning beds. According to manager Sally
Gant, the Wolff Systems, developed in
1969 in Europe, was the first tanning
system.
"The Wolff System is quicker-20
minutes equals 2 hours in the sun," Gant
said. "Usually after six or eight visits you
get a good tan. I'm fair-skinned, but I've
gotten a great tan really quickly."
Gant added that another benefit of the
Wolff beds is that they have less
See Tan, page 18

Lifestyle important factor in solving health problems
by Dee Evers,
faculty member
College of Nursing
A recent article in a South
Carolina periodical was headlined
"Wellness Not Catching on in
South Carolina." A segment of
the population probably has not
heard about the "Wellness
Revolution." What is wellness all
about anyway?

Living Well
Statistics related to health and
well-being in the United States,
the richest nation in the world,
are astonishing. The majority of
Americans still consume a daily
diet that is contributing to an
early death or a major illness.

Studies show that we can avoid
60 percent of all chronic illnesses
by making a few changes in our
lifestyle, such as:
• Giving up smoking;
• Exercising for 20 to 30
minutes at least four times a
week;
• Reducing red meat (beef,
pork, veal, and lamb) to two
or three servings a week and
replacing it with poultry
(minus the skin) or fish;
• Increasing the complex carbohydrates while decreasing
the protein;
• Cutting down on fats (especially fried foods) and salt,
which contributes to high
blood pressure and strokes;
• Losing weight if more than
10 percent overweight;

• Wearing seatbelts while
driving or riding in any
vehicle;
• Limiting alcoholic beverages
to three ounces a day;
• Avoiding the overuse or
abuse of drugs;
• Getting seven or eight hours
of sleep nightly;
• Managing stress through a
preferred approach (meditation, yoga, relaxation, exercise, etc.)
None of these actions require
large amounts of money, and in
fact can save money. Giving up
smoking can save about $365 a
year. Poultry and fish are usually
cheaper than steak, pork chops,
ham, or lamb. Exercise doesn't
have to mean investing in a sta-

tionary bicycle or joining a
fitness club. A good brisk walk
that gets your pulse rate up to
double its normal rate will do, as
will swimming or bike riding.
Minimizing alcohol and drug use
can only save money, too.
The biggest obstacles to choosing a healthier lifestyle are probably longstanding habits and
lack of commitment to change.
But it can mean staying out of a
nursing home, being on your feet,
and continuing activities you enjoy as you get older.
There is conclusive evidence
that lifestyle is the single most
important factor in how long we
live and how well we remain as
we age. You are never too old to
modify your diet or habits. Even

if you already have a chronic illness, you can often control it, and
in many instances reverse it, by
altering diet, exercise, and
health-related habits.
Begin today with one change.
Make it for one day at a time
until those days have become
weeks and months and the new
habit is ingrained. Then make
another change.
Set realistic goals and stick to
them, but don't unduly chastise
yourself if you slip.
For further information about
how to improve your wellness
quotient, visit your public library
or write for health department
for government booklets and
pamphlets on specific areas of
health.

Nicknames — sometimes you
just can't get away from past
Some of them are just a passing fancy.
Some of them stick with you for the rest
of your life—and longer.

RAMBLIN'

Kim Norton
Features Editor
Nicknames are like baby picturesparents bring them up when you would
much rather forget their existence.
Family gatherings are a prime time for
nicknames to be brought back to life.
"Oh, Butch, it's been such a long time
since I've seen you," Aunt Rose said.
I'm not real sure where "Butch" came
from. My aunt has been calling me that
since I was in the cradle. When I think of
"Butch," a bulldog or a guy resembling a
bulldog comes to mind—not a 5 '3" brownhaired female.
Inevitably, nicknames are mentioned
around the people you don't want to hear
them. Good candidates to be embarassed
in front of are new boyfriends/girlfriends.
And parents are so good at embarassing
their kids.
Whenever I go home, my mom puts up
a big yellow poster on the door that says,
"Welcome Home
." d refuse to fill
in the blank). Well, compared to the nickname on the sign, "Butch" looks like
* * S wtc tic Pic.
Anyway, the first time my boyfriend
went home with me, I prayed the sign
wouldn't be up. I never realized how much
praying could be done between Clemson
and Spartanburg until that day.

Of course, the first thing I saw when we
drove into the driveway was that poster. I
cringed. As we approached the door, I
secretly hoped the sign would become
visible only to me.
No such luck.
Now Mark holds the nickname over my
head. Many conversations have gone
somewhat like the following:
"Kim, you don't want your french tries,
do you?" Mark asked.
"I haven't had french fries in two
weeks," I said, "Yes, I want them."
"It would be a real shame if everyone
found out that your nickname at home is
," he said.
"Take the fries, Mark."
Not all nicknames are bad. My roommate's last name is Malpass. In high
school, a lot of people called her "Malp."
It's cute, short, and easy to remember.
There's a girl on my hall named Julie
and everyone calls her "Jewels." She likes
it; we like it, and it's riot embarrassing.
That's the way nicknames are supposed
to be.
To me, "Kimmie" is not cute, funny, or
even remotely humorous—it's irritating.
Yet there are those people (listen up Tim)
who insist on calling me that. I feel like a
Golden Retriever being called by his
master. "Here, Kimmie, Kimmie, fetch
the bone."
How embarassing.
I'm still hoping to one day be dubbed
something normal. Until then, I guess I'm
just plain, ol' Kim.
But, then again, that's better than
"Butch."

Brian Arldt/senior staff photogiapher

In bloom
Spring has sprung, and all over campus trees and flowers are blooming.
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Students attempt to solve world problems
tion—will propose resolutions on
current political issues. The stand,
taken is the actual position of the
country represented.
This past March in New York,
Clemson's delegation represented the Sultanate of Oman,
and met with the first secretary
of United Nations of Oman,
Mohammid Seid. He was helpful
in explaining Oman's position on
issues which the delegates had
been carefully researching and
preparing. All the delegations
gathered in the actual United Nations chambers for a special
meeting.
"It gets to be very realistic,"
said Slann. "At the Harvard
meeting they called a crisis at
3 a.m. on the National Security
Council... we had to get out of
bed and splash cold water on our
faces . . ."
The lengthy meetings are a
physical as well as a mental
drain. However, provisions to
deal with these traumas are
made in advance. "In the end

there's a big party for all of the
delegates to just let loose," Slann
said. "Everyone really enjoys
themselves."
The organization also receives
University recognition for all its
hard work by giving one hour
credit per year to its members, for
up to three credits. And by no
means is model U.N. only open to
political science majors; anyone
is welcome. Members attend a
weekly meeting on Sunday
nights, and according to Julie
Pauling, the new president,
"knowing how to express yourself," is one of the most important assets one can contribute to
the organization.
Resolving disputes among nations which are so diverse—
religiously, ethnically, and
politically—is almost impossible, but by placing oneself in the
other country's shoes, a favorable compromise is certainly
within reach. The Model U.N.
may very well harbor a potential
future world peacemaker.

continued from page 17
day, and from 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
ultraviolet rays and UVB, or Fridays and Saturdays.
But what about the harmful efburning rays, and they provide
more UVA, or tanning rays.
fects of sun tans and tanning
Wolff Sun Center is open from beds? According to Dr. Judson
9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Monday-Thurs- E. Hair, director of Redfern

Health Center, "Any purposeful
overexposure to the sun reduces
the normal elasticity of the skin,
which causes dry skin, and eventually wrinkles."

by AnnaMaria Marchionne
advertising manager
Some students have taken
upon themselves the task of
resolving world political issues.
No, they do not work for the
government; they are members
of the Model United Nations.
During an actual conference, a
day in the life of a delegation
starts at about 9 a.m. and can
last until midnight for up to four
days, according to Dr. Martin
Slann, adviser for the Clemson
Model U.N. They have attended
three such meetings this year at
Georgetown University, Harvard, and in conjunction with the
actual U.N. in New York. The
most recent one hosted about
120 delegations.
Prior to a scheduled meeting of
delegations, the organizations'
members decide which country
they would like to represent and
put in a request to do so.
At the meetings, delegations
from different schools—each of
which represents a particular na-

Tan
SUMMER SPECIAL!
AH Clothing Including
Shorts and T-shirts
25% off with Student ID
APPALACHIAN TRAIL

THE BROTHERS'

OUTFITTERS
2JI CollegeAve.
Clemson,S.C.
(8011)65-4-1737

I

^±

I

THE STAGE DOOR
MOVIE STORE

w

DELI-ARCADE
"Take Time To See Me, Brother"
FREE DELIVERY! 24 HOURS A DAY

Lakeview Plaza Mall
654-6567

654-7685
104 N. Clemson Ave.
Next to "The Study Hall"

NOW OPEN SUNDAYS 1 p.m.-7 p.m.

Now Featuring: Silverado

APRIL SPECIAL
(Good All Month)
Seafood Dinner
s 99
21-Piece Shrimp Dinner
2-Piece Fish Dinner
4-Piece Chicken Dinner
Large Spaghetti Dinner
Lasagna Dinner

3

Served with Grilled Bread,
Salad or French Fries

R.C.
2 -Ltrs. Diet R.C.
Cheerwine

890

SALAD PLATES
Choice of 1 — Tuna or Chicken
Salad
Choice of 2 — Potato Salad,
Macaroni Salad, Cole Slaw
Served with Crackers, Sliced Tomato

$399
Brothers' Cold Cut Plate
Ham & Turkey Swiss & American
Choice of Potato Salad, Cole Slaw,
or Macaroni Salad

$399
Now have breakfast in bed.

Now Featuring:
Wine
STEBEO

STEREO

"~~''
coixMBWPinrRE>m>(vr> A LAWRENCE KASDANn:» "SILVERADO"
™—
sum*, KEVIN KLINE SCOTT GLENN ROSANNA ARQUETTE JOHN CLEESE
KEVIN COSTNER BRIAN DENNEHY DANNY GLOVER JEFFGOLDBLUM LINDA HUNT
aim *'CAROL LITTLETON/
[ IDA RANDOM "-s BRUCE BROUGHTON
J! JOHN BAILEY
rantm
CHARLES OKUNAM. MICHAEL GRILLO -"S LAWRENCE KASDAN & MARK KASDAN
-

Q

OCLPH,

*.S«LAWRENCEKASDAN
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Beer

BREAKFAST
WAKE-UP CALL!
Call up to 1 a.m.
the night before and
order your breakfast.
We'll call and wake you up
10 minutes before we deliver.
BEST BREAKFAST IN CLEMSON
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Entertainment
fantasyby Ernest Gibbs
entertainment editor
A world of hobbits, elves,
wizards, and dwarves came to
life in Tillman Auditorium
Tuesday evening. A world
brought to life by Rob Inglis.

Play Review
Inglis presented J.R.R.
Tolkien's Lord of the Rings in a
fashion true to the imagery and
fantasy of the story.
As he entered the stage
bellowing in a deep sonorous
voice, the crowd seemed to be
instantly captured. They were
caught in a state of comic
bewilderment by the energetic
humor of the English actor.
Inglis' English accent added
a distinct flavor to acting out
the different characters in the
story. The bumbling Sam, companion of Frodo, seemed to be a
favorite of the audience.
Inglis portrayed Sam as a
type of foil, a simpleton. His
comical representation of Sam
brought continuous sounds of
laughter.
Just as easily as he portrayed
a humorous character, Inglis
could easily give a convincing
portrayal of someone grave and
serious. He took the persona of
the wizard Gandolf and in
changing his voice intonation,
took the audience from the
hilarious to the serious side of
the dramatization.
The pantomine ability of
Inglis was another plus to his
one-man show. His simulation
of riding a winged steed or a
razor-taloned demon were
almost real. Inglis' uncanny
knack for stimulating the
imagination of the audience
was extraordinary.

English actor Rob Inglis demonstrates two of the many characters he portrayed in his solo dramatization of J.R.R.
Tolkien's 'Lord of the Rings.'
As Inglis swaggered around
the stage creating the fantasy
world of elves and hobbits into
a seeming reality, one could
almost picture one's self in a
thick green forest steeped in
hidden mysteries.
Inglis never seemed to lose
control of this ability to force
the imagination from the stage
ra
into "*™
his "own fantasy'reality
"°-' ^~*"
■

filled world.
His switch from character to
character was also smooth and
very well coordinated. At one
moment he could be a gutteralvoiced dwarf and the next instant transform himself into
thundering wizard "or knight.
Inglis' best and probably his
most difficult role was that of
Gollum. Here, Inglis had to
""uu
**■•-.

become less than human; a
slimed creature of the night.
As he hunched and hissed, it
was easy to visualize a putrid
bog steeped in evil and the
stench of death. Inglis' voice
became squeaky and creaking;
like that of the creature he portrayed.
Inglis' mastery of his skill
cannot be described in plain
_ ■
_

words. To fully appreciate his
talent and the story, one must
see the English thespian in
action.
Inglis gave a very strong portrayal of the entire Tolkien. If
you missed his performance
Tuesday evening, you missed a
journey to another world, another dimension that was well
worth the trip.
-^

How much do we value our friendships/

.
.
.,
..., ^_,__J
There has been another split in the land
of song and dance. Pop's newly found
Golden Boy's, Wham!, have called it
quits.

i..^ *„,
just
for ^
the *A*
ride.
This brings something to mind. I ve
tossed this question around a couple of
times before and it seems to keep
resurfacing. How do we measure friendship? How much value can be placed on a
THE BEAT GOES ON
friendship?
If the relationship between Rigley and
Ernest Gibbs
Michael was strictly a partnership, I
could see totally solid reasons for the
Entertainment Editor
musical divorce.
But for the sake of argument, let s say
More specifically, George Michael gave it wasn't. Michael begins to taste the
Andrew Rigley the heave-ho. After such a savory morsels of solo stardom. "Rigley
successful iJbum (platinum selling "Make who?"
In today's society, I think we have
it Big"), it':3 surprising to see the dissolureally
lost the true meaning of friendship.
tion of the duo.
There have been no concrete details Can someone's moral values be bought
given as to exactly what happened, but and sold? Are friendships everyday tossmy guess is because Michael was doing all aways in the wind?
Most rock groups start among friends.
of the leads, Rigley seemed to be along

Tob-o
trio. The Supremes. much is your friendship
friendshi worth? Reminds
Take th»
the hAnvenlv
heavenly trio,
Friends since high school, they came to me of the Depression era hit: "Brother
Motown via the newly-formed Temptations. can you spare a dime?"
I could go on and on naming groups
Over the years, they became the
number one girls group of all time. But that came to an end that started out
then it started. Whispers said it's now among friends, but I won't. It's sad to see
Diana Ross and the Supremes. Whispers the legacy that we have left for our
called for the removal of Florence Ballard. children.
I wonder how much a friend will be
Whispers screamed for the end of the
worth
20 years from now. Will there be
Supremes.
If you've been keeping up with the any morals 20 years from now?
I hope we retain some scrap of decency
music news, you've probably noticed that
Debarge is headed for Splitsville, U.S.A. in the future. I shudder with the thought
Fighting among the family members over of what it all could really come to.
Heading in the other direction, I would
what seems to be the renaming of the
group to El Debarge with Debarge. Deja like to salute the Four Tops. Four men
who have stayed together (more than 25
vu? Will Berry Gordy ever learn?
Have we all come to the point where we years) since the beginning without a
place so much emphasis on material single member change. True friendship
things, that everything has a price? How isn't dead yet.

Prince
by Vincent Marshel
staff writer
Prince gives off the air of being
a musical gypsy, traveling from
one musical idiom to another in
such a fashion that it enables him
to experience and experiment in
his, own unique way.

Album Review
From his first appearance upon
the music scene in 1977, to the
flesh and blood of, "Purple
Rain," and its diverse follow-up,
"Around the World in a Day,"
Prince seems to have mastered
the ability to musically link
together opposite worlds—rock
and soul, black and white—into
one harmonious mix.
On "Parade," the soundtrack
for the new theatrical release
Under the Cherry Moon, Prince
and band compose a piece of
work which entertains, amazes,
and intrigues its listeners from

beginning to end.
Preconceived ideas (due basically to the funk-lined single
"Kiss" and its superb b-side
"Love or Money") lead many to
believe that this would be
Prince's return to the R&B funk
of his "Dirty Mind" period,
where he bared all to give us a
party that tripped way out of
bounds due to his surreal depiction of sexual and social tables.
Only here, "Kiss" seems slightly,
if not totally, out of place among
some of its musical counterparts.
Most of these songs string off
into many different stylings—
the waltz treatment of "Under a
Cherry Moon;" the classical
touches of "Venus de Milo;"and
the jazz structure of "Do U Lie?"
all show the depth of this band's
musicianship.
Although "Parade" does contain funk elements, it is not quite
like the days' of yore. The whole
concept is of a different level;

"... my new funk," as he states
on one cut. The dance flavor of
"Girls & Boys" is quite evident
of this new fashion, for gone are
the over-layered synth parts
which fueled past hits like
"1999" and "I Would Die 4 U,"
they're replaced by a basic
rhythm-section coupled with
horns to bring on a James Brown
effect.
"Parade" also seems to take on
some of the innovative steps
which sparked the Beatles'
psychedelic material. The whimsical flutes and recorders which
sway through the march of
"Christopher Tracy's Parade,"
and the hypnotic "I Wonder U;"
as well as some of the lyrical content ("strawberry lemonade")
further shows Prince's fascination with the 60's era.
All n' all, "Parade" seems to be
the musical trip around the world
that Prince promised us, and I'm
glad I hung on to my passport.
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Making the 'Next Move9
'Next Move' band members are (left to right) Steve Bomar, Ray Keys, Jimbo Chapman, Ricky Reagues and Anthony Kelly. The qrouD will be Derforming Sunday at the Dorm Council party in Calhoun Courts from 3-7 p.m. and on April 18,19 at 9 p.m. at Jay's on Main in Anderson.

Regional Notes

University Jazz Ensemble
The University Jazz Ensemble
will present its final concert of
the year April 24 at 8 p.m. in
Tillman Auditorium. Admission is free.
Clemson Little Theatre
Toys in the Attic, written by

Lillian Helman, will be presented by the Clemson Little
Theatre April 24-26 at 8 p.m.
and 2:30 p.m. Sunday, April 27.
Tickets at the door are $5 for
adults and $2 for students. The
Clemson Little Theatre is located next to the firehall in
Central.

Anderson Community
Theatre.
The Anderson Community
Theatre will present the
musical 1776, which dramatizes
the events leading to the Declaration of Independence. Performance dates are April 11,12,

17, 18, and 19 at 8 p.m. and
April 13 and 20 at 2:30 p.m. at
the Anderson Community Theatre located at 133 E. Whitner
St. in Anderson. All seats are
reserved. Tickets are $8 for
adults and $5 for students. For
reservations call (803) 226-0676.

University Symphonic Band
The University Symphonic
Band will feature an outdoor
concert in the amphitheatre
April 15 at 6 p.m. In the event
of inclement weather, the concert will be in Tillman Auditorium at 7 p.m.

1-, 2- or 3-BEDROOM APTS. FOR RENT
•
•
•
•
•
•

Private Pool with Hydro-Cove and Bar
Little Store with Drive-thru Service
Laundromat
Private Keyed Mail Boxes
^
Package Pick Up
WfL
Pay Phone
^

MAZZIO'S ORIGINAL STYLE PIZZA

7
I
I

$3 OFF ANY LARGE PIZZA
or $2 OFF ANY MEDIUM PIZZA

ONLY 1 Vi MILE FROM TILLMAN

CALL 654-4339 or 654-4344

Redeem this coupon for $3 off any large or $2 oil any
medium Mazzio's Original Style Pizza. Offer expires 6130/86.

SUMMER CLASSES
IN GREENVILLE

MAZZIO'S ORIGINAL STYLE PIZZA
53 OFF ANY LARGE PIZZA
or $2 OFF ANY MEDIUM PIZZA
Redeem this coupon tor $3 oft any large or $2 oft any

Famous

Fieldster

STEEL TOE

and

$14.65
Re*. $21

$11.32
Reg. $16.

BackTrail

Clemson at Greenville Tech will offer the following
Clemson courses in Greenville on an evening schedule
during the summer semester:
CPSC 240 Introduction to Data Structures
ENGR 180 Engineering Concepts

(TTh)
(MW)

EM 202

(TTh)

Engineering Mechanics:
Dynamics
ENGL301 Public Speaking

(MW)

ENGL 304 Business Writing

(MW)

ENGL 314 Technical Writing

(TTh)

MGT 301

Principles of Management

(TTh)

MGT 402

Production and Operations
Management I
Principles of Marketing

(TTh)

MKT 301

ctloo.
con****

v,»«th«ti*^
the cashie, *i«

d P"ce

Students interested in any of these courses should call
Clemson at Greenville Tech (656-2025) for further information and times.

ttherei^y

lakC

$19.99
Re*. S29.97

(MW)

MTHSC 301 Statistical Theory and Methods
(MW)
ACCT 803 Accounting Information Systems (MTh)
ACCT 801 Contemporary Financial
(MTh)
Accounting Theory

a

$18.66
Re*. $27.!
• Men's work socks...$1
• TrtfoW wallet...$1.29

WIDE

123 Bypass

•

Clemson
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Summer and Fall
Term
Tim <Jrawfor<yhead photograpner

Getting it straight

Charlotte Holt and Graham Frye rehearse for the upcoming Players' production of
'The Woolgatherer.'
^^^^^___^^_

1

'GungHo definitely a no-no
by KeUy Winters
staff writer
Gung Ho is a movie about people from different cultures getting together and being productive, working everything out.
The Japanese and Americans
may get together in this movie,
but I wish I had never gotten
together with this film at all.

Movie Review
Michael Keaton is Hunt
Stevenson, plant foreman for an
auto plant in Hadleyville, Pa.
After the plant shuts down, he
heads for Tokyo to try and get
Assan Motors to come to the
land of autos in the West. They
do just that several weeks later,

invading Hadleyville like a
swarm of bees.
Cultural clashes spring up,
with lots of ethnic jokes thrown
in. The auto workers go back to
the plant to work with the
Japanese. The Americans can't
adjust to the Japanese approach
to auto making, one of productivity, because the Americans
are lazy and individualistic, not
wanting to work as a team as the
Japanese do.
So the rest of the plot follows
what happens in the plant. Will
the Americans get it together
and work with the Japanese
ways? Will the Americans get
their 15,000 car quota for the
month, to show the Japanese
they are not lazy and can
work as a team?

This movie is predictable, and
the ethnic jokes and cultural
stereotyping of the Japanese
get old real quick. The problem
is the same jokes are done over
and over . . .
The one bright spot of this
disappointing film is the performance of Gedde Wantanabe,
who plays the plant supervisor.
You'll recognize him from Sixteen Candles and Volunteers.
Unfortunately, the rest of the
movie is not enjoyable, and you
certainly can't expect the whole
movie to be saved by one good
performance. Let's hope that
director Ron Howard gets back
on the road he was paving with
movies such as Splash and
Cocoon. He made a detour with
this one.

PLrz

•
•
•
•

6 Locations
Townhouses
Duplexes
Furnished and
Unfurnished
• Laundry, Pool,
All Appliances,
Many More Amenities

DOYLE C. BURTON
Commercial Property
Corner 123 and 133, Beside Train Station
9 a.m.-5 p.m.—654-3076, 654-1558
After 5 p.m. and Weekends—654-3444, 654-3957

"WE'RE THE PLACE FOR
YOUR FAVORITE CASE!"

FOOD STORES

KEGS
BUSCH-15.5 GAL.-$41.00 & DEP.
BUD -15.5 GAL. - $42.50 & DEP
$
Natural Light-$2.39 6 PAK / s8.99 Case COORS-15.5 GAL.- 42.50 & DEP.
$
$
$
MICHELOB-15.5
GAL.45.50 & DEP
Budweiser- 2.69 6 PAK / 10.49 Case
(WE RESERVE KEGS-JUST CALL)
Coors & Coors Lt. - $2.69 6 Pak/$9.49 Case
-654-2907(DEPOSIT REQUIRED ON GOOSENECKS)

GOOSENECKS

"TIGER FAVORITES

99

BUSCH-12-OZ. CANS-$2.29 / 6 PAK
BUDWEISER SUITCASES -$10.99 / Case
MICHELOB BOTTLES-$2.99 / 6 PAK
COORS & COORS LT.-$5.59 / 12 PAK

233 PENDLETON RD. • BEHIND CLEMSON ARMORY • 654-2907
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Sports
Writing sports,
nipping burgers
Yet another semester is winding down
now, only a couple more weeks 'till sun,
fun, and . . . string bikinis. Those late
nights at The Tiger, those 'ong afternoons in the sun, they sure take a lot out
of a guy . ..

TRAILING THE TIGER

Tommy Trammel I
Sports Editor
But it's time to think about graduation—shaking Dr. Lennon's hand,
throwing my cap into the air, and . . .
then what? Can I make a living writing
about America's Team, Dr. J, and illegal
recruiting? Certainly not.
My father's been telling me for years,
"It's time to get serious." On the other
hand, my comforting roommate assures
me I'll fit right in behind the grill at the
local Hardee's.
Somehow, neither alternative seems to
fit into my scheme of things.
I had entertained visions of going into
business—sure, that's where the money
was—sell a few condos and live off the
commission for a while. The future seemed
promising, if only I had had more
withdrawal hours—yeah, if I waited long
enough surely they would remove accounting and statistics from my curriculum.
Unfortunately, the curriculum remained
the same and my grades went from so-so
to just plain sad. The dreams of pin
striped suits and hot-looking secretaries
quickly faded from my mind, replaced
by the sizzle of Big Deluxes and Big
Twins on a hot, smoking grill.
Not a pretty picture, there had to be
something else.
My choices were limited, at best. I
mean what could I do with a GPR only
Chris Washburn could be proud of?
"What can I do?" I thought to myself.
I like to write; I like to sleep; I like to
eat, and I only read the sports page in
the morning paper. The answer seemed
obvious—and a sports writer was born,
maybe more like thrown together.
But why sports—why not features,
entertainment, or news? Sports was
special, something I had lived as a boy,
something that I couldn't get out of my
system. A lifeless shoulder after one too
many curves left me with little to do .. .
no more baseball, but the drive was still
there.
Maybe writing made it easier to watch
others do what I couldn't—my personal
way of going back out onto the field with
them. While dreams of a big comeback
in college baseball never materialized, I
found that writing sports had somehow
healed the pain of not playing.
Who could ask for a better place to
write sports though? With national
champion football and soccer teams, illegal recruiting and drug scandals, and a
booster club that pulls in over $5 million
a year, Clemson was the place to be.
Unfortunatley, probation had brought
with it a sense of secrecy to the athletic
department. Coaches, administrators,
and even players seemed to censor every
word, guarding against saying anything
that could be turned or twisted by the
media.
With writing for The Tiger had come
the stereotype of being a mud-slinger,
looking for any chance to rake someone
over the coals or ruin his life. While the
shoe did fit, it wasn't quite the right
size.
I wouldn't aruge that scandals and
anything illegal makes for a good story,
but there are other aspects of sports
that make for good reading. Those
stories are out there . . .
"Mr. Trammell, Mr. Trammell wake
up. You only have five minutes to finish
your final."
Only five minutes left to answer 50
questions—look out, summer school,
here 1 come. Thank goodness there's one
more year until I hit the real working
world. One more year to catch some
rays, pull some all-nighters, and cover
Clemson athletics—what a life.
Oh well, I hear Hardee's is looking for
a few good cooks.

Morocco shines in spring game
by Tommy Trammell
sports editor
Eight months ago, Chris Morocco walked
away from football and Clemson University
in disappointment. Saturday afternoon,
he left Death Valley having shown 8,500
fans and Danny Ford that he was a
quarterback.
While Rodney Williams directed his
White team to a 22-15 victory in Clemson's
annual spring football game, it was
Morocco, a freshman walk-on from
Athens, Ga., who drew much of the attention by coming off the bench to lead the
Orange team to two fourth-quarter
touchdowns.
In doing so, Morocco added his name to
what previously had been considered a
two-man race between Williams and
junior Randy Anderson for the starting
spot at quarterback.
Morocco, a one-time scholarship player,
left the team last August, only to return
in January as a walk-on quarterback way
down on the depth chart.
"Morocco's probably shown me more
today than I knew he was capable of doing or had done," head coach Danny Ford
said. "He was very, very impressive.
"Every one he threw was catchable. He
took them down to score twice and that
was impressive."
The Orange team trailed 16-0 with just
over 10 minutes left in the game when
Morocco entered the game, replacing
Anderson. With Morocco at the controls,
the Orange team drove 54 yards for its
first points, culminated by a 36-yard pass
from Morocco to wide receiver Terrance
Rouhlac, who pulled in seven receptions
for 98 yards in the game.
Following a 39-yard pass from Williams
to wide receiver Keith Jennings on a flea
flicker play, Morocco once again drove the
Orange squad to the endzone. This time it
was a 50-yard drive that ended with fullback Rodney Quick bulling his way to a
one-yard touchdown.
Morocco completed six of seven passes
for 84 yards and one touchdown. Williams
finished the game 13-of-20 for 197 yards
and a touchdown, while Anderson connected on 10-of-17 passes for 76 yards and
one interception.
While the quarterbacks garnered most

Tim Crawford/head photographer

Freshman quarterback Chris Morocco turns to pitch the ball on the
sweep in Saturday's spring game in Memorial Stadium.
of the attention, several other players ance, he was quick to point out that none
turned in good performances. Fullback of them were quite what he was looking
Tracy Johnson led all rushers with 104 for yet.
yards on 22 carries and scored one touch"Williams did a good job," Ford said.
down for the White team, and placekicker "Randy looked like he did a good job. All
David Treadwell booted three first-half three of them can do certain things . . .
field goals to give the White team a 9-0 still again, not completely what we want
lead.
in a quarterback at Clemson, in all three
Terrence Flagler demonstrated his re- of them, and I don't mean that in a bad
ceiving abilities as he caught eight passes way.
for 99 yards from his tailback position; he
"They can win with the help of their
also contributed 67 additional yards on teammates, but we don't have the guy
the ground for the White team. Norman that can make something happen and win
Haynes recorded 18 tackles to lead the a football game. Maybe they'll develop
Orange defense.
into that."
Even with Morocco's heroics, Ford
Ford was also pleased with the overall
wasn't ready to make any decisions play of his team in Saturday's game, and
regarding how his quarterbacks ranked at with spring practice as a whole.
this point in the year.
"We had a good spring practive," Ford
"We think we can get two ready to said. "Our football team had a good atplay," Ford said. "Chris just helps muddy titude toward practice, and we've made
the water up and we're excited about it.
some improvements as a football team.
That should add more competition to it."
"I hope we can see that next fall. We
While Ford expressed pleasure with have a long way to go, but we did a good
each of the three quarterbacks' perform- job this spring."

New book needles Kriese, teams
Editor's note: The following is a review
of former Tiger tennis player Pender
Murphy's newly published book, Bleeding
Orange, a fictional account of Clemson
tennis and head coach Chuck Kriese.
by David Brandes
staff writer
There is nothing quite like the thrill of
trying out for a collegiate sport—the
glamour and excitement is definitely at a
peak. Somehow, though, the attraction
loses it's luster at six o'clock in the
morning.
"OK, let's go guys!" booms a voice
from across the track. "I just want to
warn you one more time that you are
about to attempt something that no other
collegiate tennis team dare tries. If you're
just here to give a casual try at making
this team, forget it! This is the toughest
team in the country—if I were in your
shoes, I'd quit now. It's just not worth
it!"
Undaunted by these words of omen, and
strengthened by thoughts of endless
hours spent training over the summer, I
forged ahead.
"Take a practice lap and then we'll run
a mile for time."
A group of sleepy, anxious young men
took off down the track running much too
quickly. No one wanted to tire themselves
out so early, but no one was brave enough
to lag near the back of the pack for fear of
the coach watching intently at the edge of
the track.
"All right, we'll run this mile for time.
Four times around the track and then
stop."
When the word "go" was heard, everyone literally sprinted around the first
turn, partly because of adrenalin, but
mostly because of ego. By the time that
turn came about again, the pack was split
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Chuck Kriese
between the well-conditioned, talented
athletes who had real shots at making the
team and the winded, desperate ones who
now realized they lacked the perserverance and the talent to make their fantasies come true. Right then, my shortlived collegiate tennis career ended.
"Thanks for coming out; I hope you
support the team and maybe try next
year."
Those aren't exactly the words I was
hoping to hear from the coach perched at
the end of the track; but somehow, they
were the right words. The coach, Chuck
Kriese, had seen many young men in my
shoes and seemed to know how I felt.
But for everyone of us who failed, there
was a young man who made the toughest
team in the country.
One such young man was Pender
Murphy—two-time Ail-American and
author of Bleeding Orange, a synopsis of

his four-year stint at Clemson.
"The book is a fictional account of a
small southern school called Clarion,"
Kriese said, "The school is in the ACC and
is just a few miles down the road from
Georgia. There is little doubt he is talking
about Clemson.
"There are six characters in the book
that represent almost all of the guys on
the team in some way. Their names in the
book are similar to the nicknames they
had while here. And, of course, Pender includes a slightly eccentrically tough coach
named John Kruise that represents me,"
Kriese said. "All the accounts in the book
are true, although they take place over a
four-year span instead of the one year he
writes about in the book."
The top-seeded character on the team is
known as Scro. Scro's only desire in life
was to become a professional tennis
player which was well-suited to his
tremendous talent. Former Tiger star
Mark Dickson was the inspiration for this
character. Dickson was National Player of
the Year in 1982 and is currently ranked
in the top 20 in the world.
The number-two seed is Dex (short for
Poindexter) and is representative of
Pender himself. Dex is somewhat the
heart of the team, a tireless worker who
seems to get along with everyone.
"Pender never surprised me in anything
he did," Kriese said. "He was the hardest
worker I've every known on the court.
He'd never talk much but would just go
out and get the job done."
The third seed, TJ, is meant to be Mark
Buechler. TJ, like Mark, is a genius who
approached the game like he did
life—intellectually. Mark graduated from
Clemson with a 4.0 GPR and entered the
Medical University of Indiana.
"Mark was the greatest clutch player
we ever had," Kriese said. "He wouldn't
Set Kruse, page 25
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Top-seeded Lady Netters to host ACC Tourney
by Eric Keller
assistant sports editor

1986 ACC Women's Tournament

The No. 4 Lady Tiger tennis
team heads into the Atlantic
Coach Conference championships this weekend as the pretournament favorites.
The tournament will be held at
the Hoake Sloan Tennis Center.
Tournament play will begin at
8:30 a.m. Friday morning and
continue through the weekend
with the finals scheduled for Sunday afternoon.
Clemson finished out the
regular season this past weekend
with two victories. Maryland and
Virginia both bowed to the Lady
Tigers. The two wins provided
Clemson with its second straight
undefeated season in ACC action. By finishing 7-0 in conference play, the squad will go
into the championship weekend
as the top seed.
Maryland
Saturday, the Terapins ventured to Clemson winless in conference matches. Needless to say,
they left winless after being
dissmantled by the score of 9-0.
The only set that went three
matches was the No. 6 singles
spot. Lisa Bobby lost the first
set, but rallied to beat Karen
Kenner 6-4, 5-7, and 6-1.
At the top spot, Cathy Hofer
defeated last year's ACC champion in the first flight, Claudia
Borgiani. Hofer disposed of her
opponent m straight sets 7-5 and
6-1.
Ingleise Driehuis, Mona
Schilder, Marianne Groat, and
Nicolle Stafford took the No. 2,3,
4, and 5 slots all in straight sets.
Clemson continued their
league dominance in doubles
competition as all three pairs remained undefeated, winning in
straight sets.
Two of the pairs received

CLEMSON
#1
Fri. 1 p.m.
#8 Ct. 1-6
MARYLAND
Saturday
8:30
Ct. 9-14

Sunday
5th place 1 p.m.
Ct. 9-14

7th Place
Sunday 9 a.m.
Ct. 9-14

VIRGINIA
#4
Fri. 1 p.m.
#5
Ct. 9-14
WAKE FOREST

Saturday
2 p.m.
Ct. 1-6

Championship
Sunday 1 p.m.
Ct. 1-6

DUKE

—n

Fri. 9 a.m.
#6
Ct. 9-14
NC STATE

Saturday
2 p.m.
Ct. 9-14

recognition in last week's polls
as Groat-Driehuis were ranked
No. 13 and Schilder-Bobby were
ranked No. 15.
"We beat Maryland 9-0. The
No. 1 singles match was a good
one, otherwise the match was
pretty routine," said head coach
Andy Johnston. "Their 0-7
record says it all."
Virginia
Sunday's match against
Virginia closed out the regular
season for the Lady Tigers. Just
as the previous six had gone, so
did the seventh. Clemson won by
an 8-1 margin.
"There are two teams out of
the class of the ACC this year.
One at each end of the spectrum," said Virginia head coach
Phil Rogers. "Clemson is one of
them," and it's obvious to tell
which end of the spectrum

UNC
IT
Fri. 9 a.m.
#7 Ct. 1-6
GA TECH

Saturday
8:30 a.m.
i Ct. 1-6

Rogers was commenting on.
The only Cavalier victory came
at the troubled No. 6 position.
Bobby dropped a straight set
match 6-4 and 6-4.
The rest of the Lady Tigers
only required straight sets to
assure victories. Hofer, Driehuis,
Groat, Stafford, and Schilder
won the top five flights respectively.
Doubles play again went
without a loss. The match made,
each of the three doubles
undefeated in ACC play, which is
an accomplishment Johnston is
quite pleased with.
Schilder-Bobby, DriehuisGroat, and Pam Menne-Hofer
copped the. one through three
spots respectively. None of the
three teams dropped a set.
ACC Tournament
Clemson students will get a

Champion

Sunday 9 a.m.
3rd place
Ct. 1-6

chance this weekend to view a
possible NCAA championship
team as the Lady Tigers will host
the ninth annual ACC Tournament.
The Lady Tigers will be
shooting for a record fifth tournament championship. The University of North Carolina won the
first four tournaments and the
Lady Tigers have won every title
since.
"We expect to win it. Everyone
else in the league expects us to
win it," said Johnston. "We're
going to spend this week getting
ready for the ACCs.
"Since we're such favorites, we
might be looking down the road a
little bit towards the NCAAs.
The NCAAs are going to be a bit
more exciting, but the girls want
to win this. We just have to keep
our people pumped up and playing where they are playing."

Going into the tournament, the
Lady Tigers will carry a record of
23-2. The only other ranked
team in the field will be UNC,
which is ranked No. 25. The Tar
Heels are 5-1 in the league and
18-6 overall. They will be the second seed for the event.
"The real battle will be for second place this weekend," said
Johnston. "Any one of five
teams could capture it."
Besides the Tar Heels, Duke
will be seeded third as they are
5-1 in league action and 18-6
overall. Seeded fourth will be
Virginia, who finished ACC play
4-3 and are 12-7 overall. Wake
Forest and NC State round out
the top five, respectively. Both
are capable of defeating higher
seeded teams.
The seventh and eighth seeded
teams should finish in those two
positions. Georgia Tech is
seventh, with its lone conference
victory coming against the
eighth seeded Terrapins.
The tournament format has
been changed for this year's
event. Instead of a flighted format, a dual match system has
been adopted. An All-ACC team
will be selected by a panel after
the conclusion of the tournament.
"The way the draw is set up,
we should play UNC in the
finals," said Johnston. "Our second round opponent will be the
winner of the UVa-Wake Forest
contest. Personally I'd rather
play Virginia. Despite the fact we
beat both of them 8-1, Wake
Forest gave us more of a scare.
They took a lead in several of the
matches before we got on track.
"The tournament should be exciting, although I hope our matches
aren't too exciting . . . and they
shouldn't be."
The Tigers will face Maryland
in the opening round on courts
1-6 beginning at 1 p.m.
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Apply now for summer employment
Call or Write:
SwimAtlanta Pool Management
795 Old Roswell Road
Roswell, Georgia 30076
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VILLAGE
GREEN is the answer»
TOWNHOMES
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Less than the Cost of a Dorm!
Spacious, Clean, Quiet Residential Neighborhood!
Close to Campus!
Each student has his own study area
ALL LUXURY TOWNHOMES INCLUDE:
• Large kitchens with spacious cabinets; frost-free refrigerator; double stainless-steel sink
with garbage disposal; stove; dishwasher; space-saver microwave, drip coffee maker,
electric can opener, blender.
• Metal-clad front door with deadbolt locks, security viewer, security light.
• Two color schemes (beige and grey).
• Plus wall-to-wall carpeting throughout.
• Decorator furnishings for four.
• Individual study areas.
• Total electric, energy-efficient heat pump.
• Subtle well-lighted parking.
• Smoke detectors in each townhome.
• Each room prewired for telephone and TV cable.
• Swimming pool with party area.
• Commercial laundry facility with outside study area.
• 4 blocks from campus.
• Lush landscaping nestled among large trees (privacy).
• Very convenient to shopping, fast foods, and entertainment.
• Two-bedroom, 1 i/i-bath townhomes from $59,900.
• Owning or renting for less than the cost of a dorm.
PRE RUNTAL PROGRAMS AVAILABLE FOR FALL SEMESTER

DATE: Wednesday, April 16 TIME: 9 to 4:30
PLACE: Clemson Bookstore

VILLAGE
GREEN
TOWNHOMES

Class of 1986 or 1987
Order your Clemson Class Ring!
Last ring day this semester!
$20 Deposit—Order now, take
advantage of low gold prices
Dmruo* ot Csrrutto*

NOW ACCEPTING RESERVATIONS
Sates and itartal informatkwi
Coventry Road. Apt. 155, Clemson, SC 29631
Cotkcl(883) 654-7675
A devekunaeat of Sf4fl Housing Carp.
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Post-season appearances earn Ellis contract extension
Clemson Athletic 'Director Bobby
Robinson has announced that head
basketball coach Cliff Ellis has signed a
new five year contract with Clemson
University. Ellis signed a five year contract when he first came to Clemson,
April of 1984, and his contract has been
extended to five seasons after each year.

Sports Digest
"We have been pleased with the progress the basketball program has made the
last two years under coach Ellis," said
Robinson. "With consecutive post-season
appearances and an increase in the win
total the last two years I think we are setting a good foundation for this program."

Recruits sign letters
Tim Kincaid and Elden Campbell signed
national letters of intent with the Clemson basketball program Wednesday. They
will join Ricky Jones, who signed with
Clemson in November, as freshmen on
Clemson's 1986-87 roster.
Campbell is a 6-10, 210-pound center
from Morningside High School in Los
Angeles, CA. He averaged 23 points, 13
rebounds, and seven blocked shots per
game last year and was a first-team Allstate selection.
"Eleden will make an immediate impact
on pur program," said Clemson coach
Cliff Ellis. "He is a strong player who can
score from inside. He has a tremendous
reach and an excellent leaping ability. He

can get his elbow over the rim. It will only
be a matter of time before he is a very
good player in the ACC and I think he will
bring stability to our post play."
Kincaid comes to Clemson from
Rutherfordton-Spindale Central High
School in Rutherfordton, NC, the same
school that sent Chris Michael and Vince
Hamilton to Clemson. Kincaid averaged
21 points and seven assists per game this
past season for the State AAA Championship team. It was the schools' first state
title since Hamilton and Michael led the
team to a title in 1980.
Kincaid was an outstanding shooter
last season as he hit 61 percent from the
field and 76 percent from the foul line. He
was a three- time all-conference performer
and a first All-Piedmont choice this year
as well as an All-state selection.
• "Tim Kincaid is a winner. He is the type
of player we need to move toward the top
of the ACC," said Ellis. "He is a ballhandling guard who can play either guard
position for us and he is an outstanding
shooter."

Coffinan promoted
Wayne Coffman has been named Clemson's head women's track and cross country coach as announced by Associate
Athletic Director Dwight Rainey. Coffman
had served as an assistant coach in charge
of the women's cross country team the
past year under Clemson's track and
cross country coach Wade Williams.
"We are looking to maintain the
outstanding quality of our women's cross
country team, which has finished in the

track. Her last All-American honor came
this past winter when she placed second
in the mile run in the NCAA indoor championships in March.
Krebs has also been a mainstay in ACC
competition as she has won the 800
meters outdoors for three straight
springs. Krebs also holds five school
records for her performances in indoor
and outdoor track. Not only has she
proven herself as a world class athlete but
also a first-class student in the classroom.
Krebs has a 3.54 cumalative GPR out of
a possible 4.00 for her academic career.
Krebs will also receive the Women's ACC
Scholarship Award for her academic accomplishments as well as receive the
MVP awards in indoor and outdoor track.
Joining Krebs was Matt Frooman, who
received the Men's ACC Scholarship
Award. Krebs and Frooman were selected
for having the highest GPR among
scholarships athletes.
Frooman, a Kailua, Hawaii native, has a
3.76 GPR in Accounting. He has also had
four perfect semesters of 4.00 since arriving at Clemson.

top eight in the country in four of the last
five years, and we want to enhance our
distance events by upgrading our entire
track and field program to be more competitive in the ACC," said Rainey.
Wayne has been around for five years as
an assistant coach," continued Rainey. "I
have been very impressed with his overall
track knowledge, his organizational
abilities, his outstanding recruiting, and I
feel he is ready to take on the added
responsibility. I'm very excited about the
new direction in which women's track at
Clemson is headed."
"I am very excited about the challenge
ahead and looking forward to building a
full track program, not at the expense of
our outstanding distance program,"
Coffman said.

Krebs most honored
A total of 41 awards were presented to
athletes in Clemson's 17 varsity sports in
ceremonies before the Orange-White Spring
Football game.
Highlighting the event was the presentation of the coveted Frank Howard
Award recognizing the athlete who has
brought the most honor and recognition to
Clemson University. This year's recipient
was track star Tina Krebs.
Krebs, a senior at Clemson is the most
highly decorated women's track athlete in
Clemson history. A two time NCAA
champion in the 1500 and 1000 meter
runs, Krebs has garnered All-American
honors twice in cross country, twice in
outdoor track, and three times in indoor

Relay team sets record
Clemson's 800 meter freestyle relay set
a Clemson and ACC record at the NCAA
meet in Indianapolis, IN, on Friday afternoon. Clemson's team of Jeff Stachelek,
Allen Thomas, Jeff LeBean, and Rick
Aronberg swam the distance in the time
of 6:37.25 and finished 18th in the nation
in the event.
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National
Secretary's
Week
April 21-25
Give Your Secretary
Balloons All Week
THE BALLOONERY, etc
654-8026

¥)u work a full year.
So why keep settling
for 8 months' pay?

MONDAY IS DOLLAR DAY
12 NOON TO 12 MIDNIGHT
BUY 1 "10 "PIZZA YOURCHO.CE
GET 2nd 10

*

PIZZA SAME VALUE YOUR CHOICE

FOR s1 DOLLAR

*

DINE IN-FAST, FREE, HOT DELIVERY-TAKE OUT
$3.50 Minimum Order on Campus—$6.00 Minimum Order in Delivery Area

EXPIRES

COMPARE TO ALL-THEN GIVE US A CALL 654-6990 AS CLOSE AS YOUR PHONE

TUESDAY IS LASAGNA DINNER DAY
DINE IN — 12 NOON 'TIL 9 PM — CARRY OUT
FAST, FREE DELIVERY
LASAGNA + TOSSED SALAD + GARLIC BREAD + ICED TEA

$3.59

EXPIRES
4/24/86

WEDNESDAY SUPER SAVER
MEDIUM 14" PIZZA WITH ONE OF YOUR FAVORITE TOPPINGS

According to the national Tax Foundation,
up to four months of your 1986 income
will go to pay your taxes. That's right, four
months. It's like saying that every penny
you earn from January through April goes
to the government. No wonder April 30
is designated as ' 'Tax Freedom Day''
But now there's a way to keep more
of what you earn. With tax-advantaged
investments, you can lower your taxable
income, and your taxes. Better yet, you'll
be earning interest at the same time. Call
me or stop in today for all the details.
Tony Turner
Limited Partner
410 College Ave. • (803) 654-5556

_, .._ _ COKES
PLUo 2 ICE-COLD

$5.99 EVEN
DIAL 654-6990

EXPIRES
4/24/86

THURSDAY IS FREE QUART COKE DAY
1 Free With Any Foot-Long Sandwich
1 Free With Any 10" Pizza

3 Free With Any 16" Pizza

2 Free With Any 14" Pizza

4 Free With Any 20" Pizza
EXPIRES
4/24/66

— WEEKEND SPECIAL —
20" PARTY PIZZA

WITH ONE OF YOUR FAVORITE TOPPINGS

Pepperoni, Mushrooms, Ham, Ground Beef, Green Peppers, Canadian Bacon,
Black Olives, Green Olives, Sausage, Onions, Anchovies, Xtra Thick Crust.

FREEDOM
DAY

AND 4 ICE-COLD COKES

ONLY

GOOD FRI. SAT-SUN. THRU 4/24/86

DINE IN

$9.99

TAKEOUT
FAST, FREE, HOT DELIVERY

EXPIRES
4/24/86

DINE IN
CARRY OUT
FAST, FREE, HOT DELIVERY
$3.50 Minimum Order on Campus—$6.00 Minimum Order in Delivery Area

Edward D. Jones & Co.'
M«mo#f N*. "text, Sloe* Eicnang*). Inc
Mtmtwr S«cunt»M kivwior Protector* Cofpcwwion

DIAL 654-6990
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Kriese

Tim Crawtord/head photographer

Kriese and his tennis program were the main focus of Pender's new
book.

MYRTLE BEACH'S

(Jfamptmu

continued from page 22
work too hard until it came down to
match-point and then he was almost
unbeatable."
The fourth seed was Richard Akel,
known in the book as "The Shiek." "The
Shiek" was a hot-headed Lebanese who
really enjoyed hitting his opponents. This
by no means endeared him to the rest of
the collegiate tennis world, a fact that
really didn't bother him.
"Richard and I must have had a thousand fights including a fist-fight of which
I'm very proud," Kriese said. "Still, I
loved him because I knew he would do
anything for not only the team, but for
me—he was that type of guy."
The fifth-seeded player is called Toby.
Toby was the only black on the team and
found the difficulties of going to a nearly
all-white school very amusing and somewhat frustrating. In real life, Jean
Desdunes is the inspiration for that
character.
"Jean found the social life tough at
Clemson," Kriese explained. "But he took
it all so well and with such a sense of
humor you often forgot it was a problem."
The last seed on the team, named
Doughboy, is a combination of all the
players on the team that really didn't
have pro aspirations. They all added to
the team but lacked the talent of the other
guys.
"The name Doughboy came from assistant coach Brad Lauderback, but he is
really the sum total of a lot of players,
"Kriese said. "Andy Gondleman, Orestes
Baez, Dick Millford, and others really added to his character."
The team entered the fictional Clarion
University with little tradition and with almost no hope of capturing a championship.
"When this group came into here, they
were joining a team that had finished
sixth in the conference the year before,
and here was this crazy guy telling them
they could be national champions by their
senior year," Kriese remembered.
"They had no tradition and no one really
believed that they could do it. What I
tried to do was install the confidence and
the belief in them that they could do it."
Although that group of players never
did reach the pinnacle of success, they

came closer than anyone ever thought
they could. In 1980, four of those players
became All-Americans and the entire
team set the Tiger records for the most
wins (32), longest homecourt win streak
(20), highest national ranking (5th), and
highest final ranking (7th).
Still, the crowning achievement of the
year had to be the NCAA tournament,
held in Athens, Ga. The Tigers defeated
Princeton in the first round, but it is here
that the book takes a different route. In
the book, the Tigers defeated SMU in the
next round and met Georgia in the
semifinals.
Georgia, being the host team, had 6,000
screaming fans to watch the match, but
the Tigers prevailed in an exciting
match—they were on to the finals against
Stanford.
Stanford was undefeated on the year
and very talented. Clarion went down
early 3-0, but pulled even with TJ, Scro,
and the Sheik winning. However, Sheik
broke his finger on the last point and had
to default his doubles match. The number
one doubles team won easily and Dex and
TJ captured an emotional victory to give
Clarion the national championship.
In real life, Stanford eliminated Clemson in the second round 7-2. However,
Pender had smashed headlong into a
guardrail which sent him to the hospital
and ended his 33 consecutive match
streak.
"I got a letter from Dick Millford that
really set the tone for the entire season.
He said how they all thought I was crazy
telling them they could win the NCAAs
before they graduated. But by the tournament, they all believed in mind, heart, and
soul that we could win. In our minds, we
mentally won."
The book is a great insight not only into
tennis, but into college life. Every student
will enjoy some of the antics described in
the book and will find some aspect of college life to identify with.
"Some of the stories almost bring a tear
to my eye," Kriese explained. "This was
such a strong team in terms of personalities which is why they could accomplish
all that they did. They paved the road for
the generations to come.".

Golden Key
National Honor
Society

KAPLAN
NURSING
BOARDS
REVIEW
NCLEX PREPARATION FOR
PEOPLE WHO CARE!

Scholastic
Achievement & Excellence

IUST PERFECT FOR YOUR SPRING BREAK OR WEEKENDS AT
THE BEACH. LUXURY YOU CAN AFFORD. CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-833-1360 h5fiS5SiS5:

ASK FOR COLLEGE RESERVATION MANAGER. YOU'LL LOVE THE
LOCATION, ACCOMMODATIONS, AND RATES. CALL TODAY
FOR SURE!
SPECIAL RATES UNTIL MAY 23 $28.00 - $44.00

Membership deadline April 15
A reception in honor of new members
will be held on April 22 at 7:30 p.m.
"in the Palmetto Ballroom.

QUARTERS

.
•
•
•

10 DAY LIVE COURSE
TESWTAPE PRACTICE
400-PAGE STUDY GUIDE
MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

"On Call" Days, Evenings and Weekends
Classes scheduled to begin
in May, 1986, Clemson area
(404) 738-1941
(803) 256-0673
821 Crawford Ave.
Augusta, Ga.

1419 Pendleton St.
Columbia, SC 29201

654-1604

University Square Mall
Open Mon.-Thurs. 4 p.m.-2 a.m.; Fri. 3 p.m.-2 a.m.; Sat. 4 p.m.-12 a.m.

VICTORIA SQUARE
OOUNTOUN CLEtlSON
ACROSS FROM THE

THE
MOVIE
HOUSE

OV°?!CE

654-7841

MOVIE

INCLUDING TOP 40 HITS IN THE NATION

99(D

OVER 1500

EA. MOVIE

April 11-12 -Krushtones . . . 60's
April 18-19-State Line Band . . . Country Rock
April 24-25-Wide Spread Panic . . . Blues
and Reggae
ALL ABC PERMITS 654-1604

—^LIVE MUSIC ====

$C VCR's
Overnight
OPEN
MON.-THURS. 10 a.m.-8 p.m.
FRI.-SAT. 10 a.m.-10 p.m.
SUNDAYS 1-6 p.m.

TUESDAY NIGHT-BIG-SCREEN ACTION
—= HAPPY HOUR ALL NIGHT
—— MON.-FRI.-4 p.m.-6 p.m.
"•
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Netters win twice
by Dean Soil
staff writer
Total Domination.
Those two words best describe
the men's tennis matches against
ACC foes.
Last weekend, the "Road Warriors" went on the warpath
again, leaving victims strewn
across tobacco road.
Saturday, the Tigers glided by
N.C. State and then pounded
North Carolina on Sunday.
The Clemson netters now hold
a 53-1 record over the past eight
years against ACC foes. Their
overall record stands at 24-5,
which includes three victories
over No. 1-ranked Pepperdine
Universitv.
"Everybody is playing solid,"
said head coach Chuck Kriese.
"There is a lot of pressure put on
us this part of the season."

FratbaU

Tim Cravi/ford/head photographer

Brian Labombard of the Betas puts his foot into the ball
as the Betas took on the Sigma Nus in flag football at
halftime of the spring game.

N.C. State
The Tigers beat the Wolfpack
in relatively easy fashion with a
7-2 victory.
Sophomore Jay Berger continued his winning ways by
defeating Christer Larzon 6-1,
6-1. He is currently ranked the
12th best singles player in the
NCAA.
Brian Page, who was recently
named the team's most improved
player, defeated Mike Gilbert in
straight sets 6-2, 6-2.

Senior Joe DeFoor, who was
named the men's most valuable
player, whipped Richard Bryan
6-1. 6-1.
Matt Frooman rounded out the
wins in singles competition for
the netters by recording a
straight set victory over Wade
Jackson.
In the doubles matches PageFrooman defeated Bryan-Larson,
6-4, 7-5. Defoor-Boynton beat
Gilbert-Mavor 6-4, 7-5.
North Carolina
The netters beat the Tar Heels
9-0 and took home their sixth
ACC victory of the season to go
with no losses.
Jay Berger won his match in
straight sets 6-0, 6-0 in the
No. 1 slot.
Richard Matuszewski, Brian
Page, Kent Kinnear, Craig
Boynton, and Vince Van
Gelderen all won their singles
matches.
The Tigers also swept the
doubles matches. Page-Frooman,
Defoor-Boynton, and KinnearVan Gelderen defeated the Tar
Heel duos to round out a solid
victory over an ACC squad.
Upcoming
The Tigers are currently ranked
fourth in the nation and play
Maryland and South Carolina at
home on the 12th and 14th
respectively.

Replace Lost, Damaged,
or Discolored Lenses at a
Fraction of their Original
Costl
'Daily Wear Lenses
•Amsof
•American Hydron
•Aosoft
• Bausch&Lomb
•Cibasoft
•Durasoft

$41.93 pair
* Tinted Lenses
• Bausch & Lomb
Natural Tints
• Cibasoft Colors

THE CLEMSON STUDENT

s

63.97 pair

" extended Wtor Lome!

Great Escape ...
D

OPEN HOUSE 10:00-12:00
SATURDAY, APRIL 12
REFRESHMENTS

™w*
WtiMWQ

•AO Soflcon
•B~'jsch& Lomb
•CooperVision
Permalens

$57/pr.
$45/pr.

•CS,™
•Durasoft 3
•Genesis 4

$97/pr.
$57/pr.
$55/pr.
$75/pr.

$67/pr.

•Hydrocurve

IF YOUR BRAND IS NOT LISTED
HERE. SEND A COPY OF YOUR
PRESCRIPTION AND WE WILL
SEND YOU A QUOTE.
.
Dale _
Dear Doctor
Please send me a copy ol my latest soil
contact lens prescription Please complete
this and mail il as soon as possible Thank
you very much
Patient Signature

I Li Oi.i, Waar
JO"€.ieno«>*rM'
Fitter's, Signature

All lenses guaranteed lirsl quality, and
are supplied in the original factory
sealed vials.

FOLLOW THESE 5 EASY STEP S
1 Acquire your complete conlacl lens
prescription
2 Complete the order below
3 Make check, money order, or
complete credit card mformaion payable to CLS. mc
4 Enclose name address & phone
number with order
5 Mail all information to.

Contact Lens Supply, Inc.

SEE YOU IN SUMMER SCHOOL
AT RIVERBANK COMMONS.

30650 Carter Rd.
Cleveland, Ohio 44139
216/248-2417
"Contact Lens Suppliers
for 25 years."
Please send
pairs at
only
a pair.
CS
• Total for lenses
• Shipping & Handling .

2.00

.* Total

I have enclosed total
payment in the following

If you need 10 brush up on a subject or two this
summer or if you just want to get ahead in your
course work, reserve a place at Riverbank
Commons.
All of our condominiums are completely
furnished so you can move right in. Get all the
creature comforts of home in one of our 1- or
2-bedroom units. While they last.

Alter classes and study sessions, check out the
pool. After all, you can study only so many hours a
day.
We're filling up fast so call today for more
information. 654-2876.
Ask about fall
reservations, too.
tfiEMM!^

check

money order

_VI$A

MasterCard

(Personal Checks must be cleared
prior to shipment)

•No single lens orders please.
•We will keep all prescriptions on file
for reorders.
•90°o of the lenses ordered are in our
inventory and ready to be shipped in
24 hours.
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Baseball streak ends at 13
by Foster Senn
staff writer
ATHENS, Ga-Thirteen was
not a lucky number for the Tiger
baseball team Wednesday night
at the University of Georgia's
Foley Field.
With Clemson going for its
13th consecutive victory,
Georgia scored 13 runs to stop
the Tigers and capture a 13-6
triumph.
But until then, what a streak
the Tigers had owned. Combining a new found friend—good
pitching—with an old buddyexcellent hitting—Clemson captured 12 consecutive victories
over a two-week span and moved
into a tie with No. 12-ranked
Georgia Tech for first place in
the Atlantic Coast Conference.
In a year that began with
coach Bill Wilhelm's predictions
of doom, gloom, and a .500
season, the streak has given new
life to 1986 Tiger baseball and
made it a candidate for the 1986
Gomer Pyle "Surprise, Surprise,
Suprise!" award.
"I'm kind of surprised, but
we're just playing good baseball,"
Wilhelm said. "We even started
pitching the ball better and making some nice plays in the field,
We're just on a high spot now,
and I hope it will last a while. "
While Clemson hitting had
averaged over .300 all year,
young Tiger pitching had struggled—sometimes badly. But recently a new starting pitching
corp of Bill Steele, Oliver,
Whitaker, Brian Barnes, Allan
Botkin, and Phil Lowery has
emerged and been joined by relief
specialists Mike Huggins and
Chuck Baldwin to shut opponents down.
"I'm really surprised with the
pitching," said Steve Baucom,
junior third baseman. "It's starting to come around, and the guys

and Baldwin combined for a
three-hitter to lead Clemson to
the 6-1 victory. Second baseman
Scott Dillon drove in two runs
and Baldwin collected three hits
to lead Tiger hitting.
In the Sunday victory over the
Blue Devils, Barnes allowed only
four hits, while Clemson bats
pounded out 20 hits and 15 runs.
Baldwin and Randy Mazey drove
in three runs each.
Clemson began the weekend
with good pitching against
Western Carolina Friday.
Whitaker and Huggins combined
for a three-hit shutout for a 8-0
Tiger victory. Ray Williams and
Baldwin connected for home
runs.
The saying "all good things
must come to end" worked well
Wednesday against Georgia.
Gunning for the 13th consecutive "good thing," Tiger pitching
Tim Crawford/head pho'.ogcapher
could do nothing but bad as it
Baldwin adds relief from resembled "lowlights" of earlier
the bullpen.
in the season. The Bulldogs, who
are throwing strikes. Before we
broke a four-game losing streak
were hitting the ball and now with the win, banged out 14 hits,
that the pitching is coming
including two home runs.
around, it's more of a team
Scott Bohlke led the way for
effort."
the Bulldogs with five RBIs.
The Tigers won three games
"We just got a lot of bad pitchover the weekend and then lost to ing," Wilhelm said. "Georgia
Georgia Wednesday to run then- seemed to want it more than we
record to 25-12.
did, and that's unfortunate."
Clemson defeated Duke SaturThe Tigers open up a homeday, 6-1, and Sunday, 15-1, to im- stand Tuesday. Clemson will meet
prove its conference mark to 7-0. East Tennesse State, Tuesday;
Georgia Tech also has a 7-0 con- Furman, Wednesday; and Davidference mark, followed by NC son, Thursday—all at home. ImState at 5-1 and North Carolina portant home conference contests
at 3-2. Clemson will travel this against UNC and NC State follow
weekend to meet State Saturday April 19 and 20, respectively.
and UNC Sunday.
"It's good to be playing at
"The only important thing now home," Wilhelm said. "You've
in the conference race is the seed- got to like the guys' hustle. If the
ings for the conference tourna- students and fans come out, I
ment," Wilhelm said. "Of course, think they'll like what they see.
you want to win all you can and They're having fun playing, and
finish first, but seeds are what it's a lot more fun when you have
are important."
a crowd there.
Against Duke Saturday, Steele

NEW HORIZONS TRAVEL

654-3890
101A East Tiger Blvd. • Clemson

• Check with us on latest low fares
domestic and international
• We deliver on campus or in the
city limits of Clemson
• Vacation packages from $199
to Cancun, Mexico
CALL OUR TRAVEL EXPERTS
TODAY

FAMILY HAIRCUTTERS

Walk-ins 654-1902

April 12

April 13
April 14
April 15

April 17
April 18
April 19

vs

yP

Welcomed CALL FOR APPOINTMENT Rogers Plaza
PRICES GOOD WITH COUPON ONLY!

PRECISION
CUTS

7.95

PROFESSIONAL
I Body Waves & Perms

i*R

& up

(includes: shampoo & style) i

EXPIRES 4-24-86

I

EXPIRES 4-24-86

HOME EVENTS
Women's Tennis in ACC Tournament, 9 a.m., lasts all
day, Hoke Sloan Tennis Center
Men's Tennis vs. Maryland, 2:30 p.m.
Women's Tennis in ACC Tournament, 9 a.m.,
lasts all day
Women's Tennis in ACC Tournament, 9 a.m.,
lasts all day
Men's Tennis vs. South Carolina, 2:30 p.m.
Baseball vs. Furman, 7 p.m.
Faculty and Staff Night
Faculty, Staff and their Family Members admitted
FREE!
Baseball vs. Western Carolina, 7 p.m.
Baseball vs. Davidson, 7 p.m.
Baseball vs. North Carolina, 2 p.m.
Picture Day!
Bring your camera and PLENTY of film!

ICLEMSON ATHLETICS

& up

(includes: cut & style)

This Week in Tiger Sports
April 11
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Athletic and social changes make a winner
the score tied.
"But I don't get that nervous before I
start. I might have a few butterflies
before the game, but once I get down to
the bullpen and start warming up to get
my blood flowing, it all subsides and I can
concentrate on what I have to do. But it's
easy pitching for a team like we have that
scores eight or ten runs a game.

by Patrick Turner
staff writer
When Bill Steele arrived at Clemson as
a freshman, he had to feel a bit out of
place. After all, he had grown up in Long
Island, New York, and Clemson is hardly
a becoming metropolis. But Bill made the
adjustment both socially and athletically
to become the baseball team's star pitcher
this year.

And of course, being so far aay from
home can cause a few problems.
"Sometimes I miss all the hussle and
bussle of New York. Everybody misses
their home a little bit. Being so far away,
my parents haven't had a chance to see
me play that much."
But Bill continues to play baseball
because he enjoys the game.
"I think everybody who plays has a
dream of playing professional baseball.
But my main concern is getting my
degree in administrative management.
That's why I came to school. Then if I can
go anywhere with baseball I'll try it. I
think the chances of making any kind of
living off it are slim.

Player Profile
Bill began his journey to Clemson during his summer baseball season following
his senior year in high school. His summer
league coach knew Clemson baseball
coach Bill Willhelm and told him about
Bill.
"Coach Willhelm was interested in me,""
said Bill, "and he came up to see me play.
He liked what he saw and asked me to
come to Clemson. I decided to come here
because I was looking for a southern
school because of the climate."
Bill also received several offers from
other schools such as St. John's,
Princeton, and Old Dominion.
"I wrote a form letter, and I sent it out_
to all of the Division I schools. I got"
answers from most of them, but Clemson
was the only southern school to offer me a
decent scholarship."
Once he arrived at Clemson, Bill still
had several adjustments to make, both
culturally and athletically.
"I really felt out of place when I first
came here," said Bill, "because I came
from a different part of the country. But
my roommate that year was a guy I had
played summer baseball with, so I had at
least one friend. Then I met the guys on
the team and got to know them.
"Now I've adjusted. I think even my accent has changed a little bit because when
I go home now everyone makes fun of it,
but I really like it down here."
Bill also had to get adjusted to the
quality of baseball at Clemson.
"In high school, you could just get out

Tim Crawford/head photographer

Bill Steele has developed into the Tigers' top pitcher this spring.
on the mound and throw it across the
plate. In college you have to be a much
smarter pitcher. You have to spot the ball,
you have to change speeds, and you have
to be a better overall thinker."
With the proper coaching and lots oi
practice, Bill has developed into
Clemson's top pitcher thus far this
season. With a record of 6-1 as a starter
after less than half the season, Bill is helping the team reach their preseason goals
while he is fulfilling those of his own.
"As a team, our major goal is to win the
ACC Tournament," said Bill. "At the
beginning of the year, it was said that we
were one of the worst teams coach
Willhelm has had for a while. There were a
lot of doubts about how we would do with
such a tough schedule this season.
Basically, we just want to get to the

NCAA playoffs.
"Before the season started, I set a new
goal for myself. I wanted to see if I could
win ten games this year. I also wanted to
throw more strikes this year. So far I
haven't walked as many batters this year
as I did last year.
"I'm a control pitcher, not a strikeout
pitcher, so I have to keep the ball down. If
I don't, I'll pay for it. But I've got a great
bunch of guys behind me who can really
play, so I just let the batters hit it at
them."
Bill's primarily a starting pitcher, but
he also does some, relief pitching. He feels
most comfortable, however, as a starter.
"I like to start," said Bill, "because I
feel more comfortable as a starter. I just
don't have the nerve to come in during the
ninth inning with the bases loaded and

"I still play baseball because I still have
fun with it, I'll keep playing as long as I
can keep getting them out. After next
year I could be done, so I'm trying to enjoy all of it I can."
But Bill also has fun with activities
other than baseball. He played soccer in
high school, and he still enjoys golf and
raquetball.
"One thing I really like to do is snow
ski," said Bill. "That's one of my favorite
hobbies. Since I've been at college I
hadn't had the opportunity to ski until
this Christmas. I went up to Vermont for
about a week during Christmas break and
went skiing.
"Here at school when I have some free
time, I might go down to the lake and do a
little fishing with some of the guys on the
team. I'd never hunted before this year
when some of the guys took me. I think
they might have been a little afraid of
having me out there with a gun in my
hand."
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